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Resumé (Danish)

Emnerne i denne Ph.D afhandling falder naturligt i tre dele:

I Kapitel 3 introducerer vi glatte kanalflader, givet ved indhyldningen af
en 1-parameter familie af kugler. Kanalflader hvor kugleradius varier lineært
udgør de fundamentale byggeblokke i de efterfølgende to kapitler.

I Kapitel 4 giver vi en fuldstændig løsning til problemet omkring bestem-
melse af den korteste afstand mellem to keglesegmenter i rummet.

Et hovedresultat er formuleringen af den diskrete tube med ikke-uniform
radius i Chapter 5, der bygger p̊a resultater fra de to foreg̊aende to kapitler.
Ved at maksimere skæringsvolumenet mellem tube og en proteinstruktur,
f̊ar vi en proteintube der afspejler geometriske egenskaber ved proteinet.
Efterfølgende undersøges nogle f̊a aspekter af proteintuber.

I Kapitel 6 anvender vi ’normal mode’ analyse (NMA), en mekanisk
metode der antager et harmonisk energilandskab, til studiet af lav-energetisk
proteindynamik. Vi præsenterer den første implementering af et enkelt-
parameter potentiale, kvadratisk i dihedrale vinkler (DV), og sammenligner
med resultater fra NMA i Kartesiske koordinater.

Først undersøger vi, om nogle f̊a egenvektorer er tilstrækkeligt til at
beskrive observerede forskelle mellem to former af det samme protein. Svaret
afhænger af den givne bevægelse. I tilfældet calmodulin er DV vektorer
signifikant bedre end Kartesiske. I to andre tilfælde er ingen af metoderne
overbevisende.

Herefter kigger vi p̊a de stereokemiske egenskaber for en proteinstruktur,
der deformeres langs en egenvektorretning. Dette gør vi ved at bestemme
indholdet af sekundærstruktur, samt den kovalente energi. I begge tilfælde
udviser strukturer deformeret langs DV vektorer, betydeligt bedre egensk-
aber end deres Kartesiske ækvivalent.

Sammen med T. Novotný, J.N. Pedersen, T. Ambjörnsson og R. Metzler
har vi benyttet statistisk mekaniske metoder til at studere dynamikken for
to bobler i et stykke DNA. Spørgsmål omkring bobbelmøde kan formuleres



ved en Fokker-Planck (FP) ligning for det førhen uløste problem omkring
’to ondsindede fodgængere i modsatrettede linære potentialer’.

Sandsynlighedsfordelingen for fodgængerpositioner, opn̊aet ved FP meto-
den, bekræftes ved sammenligning med resultatet af en løsningen af mas-
terligningen for det oprindelige bobbelproblem. Endelig bestemmes et sæt
af biologisk realistiske parametre for hvilke FP tilnærmelsen holder, og vi
foresl̊ar en eksperimentel opstilling til studiet af bobbeldynamik.



Summary

This thesis falls naturally in three parts:

In Chapter 3 we introduce smooth canal surfaces, the envelopes of 1-
parameter families of spheres. Canal surfaces with a linear variation of
sphere radius constitute the basic building blocks in the following two chap-
ters.

In Chapter 4 we provide an exact solution to the problem of finding the
shortest distance between two cone segments in 3-space.

A main result is the formulation of a discrete self-avoiding tube of non-
uniform radius in Chapter 5, which draws upon the results of the preceding
two chapters. By maximizing the intersection volume between the tube
and a protein structure, we obtain a protein tube that reflects geometric
properties of the protein. We then proceed study a few aspects of protein
tubes.

In Chapter 6 we use normal mode analysis (NMA), a mechanical method
that assumes a harmonic energy landscape, to study low-energy dynamics
of proteins. We report on the first implementation of a single-parameter
potential in dihedral angles (DA) coordinates and compare with results from
NMA in Cartesian coordinates.

First, we examine if a few normal modes can represent the observed dif-
ferences between the open and closed conformations of a protein, and if DA
present an improvement over Cartesian coordinates. This depends on the
motion involved in the change. In the case of calmodulin, DA modes per-
form significantly better than Cartesian modes. In two other cases neither
do well.

Second, we study the stereochemistry of a structure under deformations
along eigenmodes. This is done by looking at secondary structure content
and the bonded energy after deformation. On both accounts structures de-
formed along DA modes fare significantly better than the Cartesian equiv-
alent.



Together with T. Novotný, J.N. Pedersen, T. Ambjörnsson, and R. Met-
zler we have investigated two-bubble breathing dynamics in a DNA con-
struct, using statistical mechanical methods. The question of bubble co-
alescence is mapped to a Fokker-Planck (FP) equation for the previously
unsolved problem of two vicious walkers in opposite linear potentials.

The probability distribution of walker positions from the FP approach,
is validated by comparison with a solution of the master equation for the
initial bubble problem. Finally, we determine a set of biologically reasonable
parameters for which the FP approximation holds, and propose an experi-
mental setup to study two-bubble coalescence dynamics.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The last couple of decades has seen an explosion in the amount and avail-
ability of experimental data on biological systems. The defining example is
the complete sequencing of the human genome finished in 2003 [Jasny 01,
Collins 03]. With the completely sequenced genomes of over hundred organ-
isms1, and an explosion in the number of sequences identified as putative
genes, the hunting ground for genes has become enormous. This also goes
for the number of gene products, namely proteins, ready for study.2

It is the structural properties of proteins that determine their function.
To learn about function of proteins we must therefore study structure, which
is fully encoded in the sequence [Anfinsen 73]. It is the hope, that new
information from genome sequences can be combined with knowledge about
protein structure, to increase our understanding of protein function.

The developments at the sequence level have been followed by an in-
crease, though at a slower pace, in the amount of structural data on proteins.
The structural data are made accessible to the public in the Protein Data
Bank [Berman 03].3 This large amount of structural data has called for au-
tomated and/or computationally inexpensive tools to supplement detailed
atomistic simulations [Karplus 02] of individual proteins.

In the study of protein structure, geometrical considerations are relevant.
The folding of a protein brings previously distant sites into close proximity.
In fact, the formation of a loose shape, resembling the folded protein, is
the rate-limiting step in the folding of small proteins [Lindorff-Larsen 04].
Furthermore, these loose shapes have implications for the organization of
the protein structure universe [Koehl 02, Lindorff-Larsen 05]. This under-

1www.genomenewsnetwork.org
2Recently RNA has come into prominence, as a plethora of non-coding (and ”protein-

like”) RNAs have been discovered. They are found the be involved in e.g. gene regulation
[Eddy 01] and various types of cancer [Hall 05]. In the so-called ’RNA world’ hypothesis
of evolution, non-coding RNA is the missing link between the unorganized primordial soup
and the complex biomolecular machinery observed today [Joyce 02].

3As of September 2007 the PDB comprises about 45,000 resolved protein structures.
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4

standing has lead to an increasing popularity of geometrically based protein
structure classification [Røgen 03a, Røgen 03b].

Geometrical considerations are also relevant at the single protein level,
e.g. to study protein-solvent interactions [Eisenberg 86, Edelsbrunner 05].
Geometrical methods can also be used to detect cavities, which are known
to act as hot spots for protein-ligand binding [Edelsbrunner 98]. Chapter 5,
where we construct a shape and volume capturing tube, and subsequently
use it to study aspects of protein structure, belongs in this line of work.

Sequence

Structure

Chapter 6

Dynamics & flexibility

Function

Chapter 5

Mathematical

Chapters 3 & 4

preliminaries

DNA dynamics
Chapter 7

Figure 1.1: Thesis flow-chart

The working protein is not a static structure. There is abundant evi-
dence that flexibility, and larger conformational changes, play a role in di-
verse functions such as enzyme catalysis [Benkovic 03], protein-ligand bind-
ing [Frauenfelder 91], and allosteric regulation [Ma 98]. It is easy to forget
this dynamical aspect looking at the textbook drawings of proteins. More
worryingly, many applications only use a single (static) representation of the
protein structure to model a protein. This can lead to an unwanted bias in
the output, as observed by [Fu 07] in the context of protein design. In some
cases, the problems related to a single static structure can be alleviated by
the use of a simple mechanical spring model to introduce flexibility [Fu 07].
In Chapter 6 we use a similar model to study flexibility and conformational
change in a set of proteins.

The present thesis uses classical (differential) geometry and simple me-
chanical models to probe the role of shape, volume, and flexibility in the
world of proteins. The flow-chart in Fig. 1.1 explains the relation between
the individual chapters.
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Chapter 2

Selected elements of protein
biology

This chapter provides a brief overview on protein structure with an emphasis
on the properties most relevant for the coming chapters. We do not touch
upon the vast subject of nucleic acids.

An excellent review of the principles behind the shapes of proteins is
the introduction to [Koehl 06]. Most of the information in this chapter
concerning protein structures can be found there.

All visualization of protein structures have been made with the amazing
open-source molecular visualization system PyMOL, from DeLano Scientific
[DeLano 02].

I Introduction

Proteins are involved in almost all cellular functions e.g. catalyzing reac-
tions (enzymes), molecule transport (such as oxygen by hemoglobin), signal
transmission (hormones), or channels between the interior and exterior of a
cell. They can be divided into three main classes: (i) Membrane proteins
are embedded in the lipid environment of a cell membrane. (ii) Fibrous pro-
teins are long rod-like structures often providing structural scaffolding for
softer components. (iii) Globular proteins are water soluble and fold into
a unique compact 3-dimensional structure under physiological conditions.
From hereon we concentrate on globular proteins.

To perform a given function most proteins fold into the a unique 3-
dimensional structure known as the native state. Incorrect folding can
have disastrous consequences as demonstrated by the existence of prions
[Prusiner 98] and the proteinaceuos aggregates related to Alzheimer’s disease
[Bucciantini 02]. It is universally accepted that the native structure only
depends on the underlying amino acid sequence - possibly with chaperone
proteins guiding the kinetics under and after folding [Ellis 91, Frydman 01].

7



Elements of protein biology 8

This is known as the thermodynamic hypothesis [Anfinsen 73], and to pre-
dict the native structure of a water soluble protein based on the sequence is
the still unsolved protein folding problem [Honig 99, CASP6 05].

Experimental structure determination and the Protein Data Bank

The first resolved protein structures were myoglobin [Kendrew 58] and hemo-
globin [Perutz 60] using X-ray crystallography (see Fig. 2.1). X-ray methods
work by the scattering of X-rays off a protein crystal. Growing protein crys-
tals is time-consuming, difficult, and sometimes even impossible [Weber 97].
Furthermore, the crystal environment can lead to artifacts such as the loss of
oxygen-binding coorporativity in hemoglobin [Mozzarelli 91]. however, un-
til the advent of nuclear magnetic resonance in the early 80s [Wüthrich 82]
X-ray crystallography was the only source of structural information.

(a) Cartoon representation of hemo-
globin. This emphasises the spatial
organization of secondary structure
elements.

(b) All-atom representation of
hemoglobin.

Figure 2.1: Two representations of human hemoglobin (1a3n, [Tame 98])
colored by secondary structure: α-helices (red) and random coil (yellow).

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) looks at spin-spin interactions be-
tween nuclei in different parts a protein tumbling in solution. The sample
is thus free of the restrictive crystal environment, and much closer to the
true in vivo environment of the protein. This means that NMR can pro-
vide direct information on flexible regions in protein structures. For larger
molecules sensitivity and resolution becomes a problem but recently proteins
up to 900kDa have been analyzed with NMR techniques [Fiaux 02] and is
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routinely performed for ∼ 25kDa proteins [Wider 00].
Resolved protein structures are made accessible in the Protein Data Bank

(PDB) [Berman 03] which currently comprises around ∼ 45, 000 entries cor-
responding to ∼ 15, 000 different proteins.1

II Structural hierarchy in proteins

In our proposed geometrical and mechanical approach to the study of protein
structure and flexibility, properties such as

• the number and distribution of atoms in amino acid sidechains,

• the covalent graph in sidechains, and

• the structure (shape) of the native protein,

each play an important role. To learn more about these aspects we give a
short survey of the structural hierarchy in protein.

II.1 Amino acids and primary structure

Proteins are a family of heteropolymers build from a set of twenty naturally
occurring amino acids. All the amino acids share a common backbone but
each have a distinct sidechain that is responsible for the difference in physic-
ochemical and stereochemical properties. Appendix A provides a table of
the different sidechains classified according to their interaction with water.
Two observations are worthy of notice: (i) There is a large variation in the
number of atoms in, and hence the volume of, sidechains. From the single
hydrogen atom in glycine to the 12 atoms in argenine. (ii) In the aromatic
amino acids phenylalanine, tryptophane, tyrosine, and histine the rings are
rigid. In proline the ring structure involves atoms from the backbone which
makes this amino acid particularly rigid.

Primary structure

During protein synthesis amino acids are chemically linked and form a dipep-
tide of two amino acid residues connected by a rigid peptide bond. This is
shown in Fig. 2.2. Continuing this process we obtain a 1-dimensional chain
of residues known as the primary structure of the protein.

In the living cell proteins do not assemble by condensation but a more
complicated process involving several proteins both in the initial transcrip-
tion of DNA into RNA (by RNA polymerase) and in the final translation
of the amino acids into a protein (by the ribosome) [Mathews 99]. This

1Two proteins are said to be identical if they exhibit higher than 70% sequence simi-
larity (www.rcsb.org/pdb/statistics/clusterStatistics.do).
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Figure 2.2: Formation of a dipeptide by a condensation process involving
two amino acids. R,R′ represent one of twenty sidechains. The sequence of
atoms · · ·N · Cα · C ·N ′ · C ′

α · C ′ · · · is referred to as the protein backbone.
In the cell protein synthesis does not take place by simple condensation but
a more complicated process involving several other proteins (see text).

process always runs from the N -terminus to the C-terminus such that both
the sequence and structure of a protein comes with an orientation.

Remark 2.1 The directionality of protein assembly has caused some people
to speculate about sequential folding, where the folding takes place during
translation, and what implications this could have for the properties of the
native structure [Laio 06].

Remark 2.2 The locus where the protein backbone joins with a sidechain,
the Cα atom (see Fig. 2.2), plays a special role in the protein geometry
[Lovell 03]. Often the Cα atoms are used to represent the position of the
protein chain and we talk about the Cα-backbone

II.2 Secondary structure: α-helices, β-sheets and all the rest

The presence of local structural motifs, or secondary structure, in proteins
were predicted in [Pauling 51a, Pauling 51b] based on theoretical considera-
tions of the protein geometry and hydrogen-bonding patterns. The criteria
was to determine local structures that could accommodate all the different
amino acids. It was found, that the only classes of such structures are the
right-handed α-helices and (anti-parallel/parallel) β-sheets (see Fig. 2.4):
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(b) Ramachandran plot for 288 residues of
hemoglobin (1bbb, [Silva 92]). Favored and
allowed regions are delimited by stepped red
and black lines respectively [Lovell 03].

Figure 2.3: The dihedral angles φ and ψ of the protein backbone can only
assume a very limited set of values due to steric hindrances. This information
is conveyed by the Ramachandran plot.

• The stability of a right-handed α-helix is a competition between the
energy gained from hydrogen-bonds between atoms in the backbone
(aligned with the helix axis) and the decrease in conformational en-
tropy due to steric hindrance of sidechains [Creamer 92, Srinivasan 99].

• When the entropic cost of helix formation rises, the chain can be driven
towards the formation of β-sheets. Here steric clashes are less frequent
while an ordered conformation, suitable for hydrogen bonding, is re-
tained [Srinivasan 99].

On average proteins contain around 25% helices, 25% sheets, and 50% less
regular structures such as loops, turns, and random coil [Brooks 88]. As we
see, the two motifs are indeed the universal structures initally looked for
[Pauling 51b].

Due to steric hindrances the soft dihedral angles in the protein backbone
can only assume distinct values. This is the information contained in the
Ramachandran plot [Ramachandran 63] which is shown for the hemoglobin
structure in Fig. 2.3(b). The allowed and favored regions2 for the angle
pairs are almost identical for all residues. The exceptions are glycine, which

2Allowed and favored regions for angle values are defined by having 99.95% and 98%
of the data points from a set of representative protein structures inside the contours
[Lovell 03].
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(a) β-sheet formed by hy-
drogen bonding between β-
strands. Neighboring residues
have bonds and sidechains that
point in opposite directions.

(b) Regular (right-handed) α-helix. The
hydrogen bonds are aligned with the he-
lix axis and connect the oxygen of residue
i with the polar hydrogen atom bound to
the nitrogen of residue i+ 4.

Figure 2.4: There are two main types of regular secondary structure in pro-
teins both stabilized by hydrogen bonds (hatched lines). Atoms are colored
by element: N (blue), C (green) and O (red). Sidechains and hydrogen
atoms are omitted for simplicity.

has more freedom due to its single hydrogen atom, and proline, which has
less freedom because of the cyclic structure formed with the backbone. In
secondary structure elements the concentration of points in the Ramachan-
dran plot is even more pronounced and together with the hydrogen bonding
patterns this information can be used to assign secondary structure type to
residues [Kabsch 83].
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II.3 Tertiary structure and domains

The tertiary structure of a protein is the unique compact 3-dimensional
structure adopted by an amino acid sequence (see Section I). When we talk
about the structure of a protein this is often what we have in mind. A ter-

Figure 2.5: Myoglobin structure 2jho [Arcovito 07] (cyan) superimposed on
one of four similar domains (blue,yellow and red+green) in hemoglobin.

tiary structure consists of one or several domains [Rose 79, Richardson 81].
Protein domains are difficult to define but often understood to be: ’a region
of a structure that recurs in different contexts in different proteins and/or a
compact, spatially distinct unit in protein structure’ [Koehl 06].

A concrete example is given by the four oxygen binding domains in hemo-
globin. Fig. 2.5 shows an RMSD-minimizing superposition of a myoglobin
structure on one of the hemoglobin domains. The structures are seen to be
very similar, with an RMSD of 1.5Å. Hemoglobin and myoglobin are ho-
mologous proteins so the structural resemblance could have been detected
by a sequence comparison. However, many proteins have similar structures
but low sequence similarity [Rost 99] and in this case a direct structural
comparison of domains is necessary.

The backbones in the hemoglobin domains are not connected and to-
gether they form the quaternary structure. Other proteins, e.g. calmodulin
which we meet in Chapter 6, also has several domains but only a single con-
nected backbone. In this case we do not talk about quaternary structure.
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III Protein energetics

The thermodynamic hypothesis says, that the native state of a protein is
the global minimum of the free energy

G = U − TS, (2.1)

where the system includes solvent. Here U is the internal energy, T the
temperature, and S the entropy. In going from the unfolded to the native
state under physiological conditions, ∆G ∼ (−5)−(−15)kcal/mol [Pace 90].
Comparing this with the characteristic thermal energy, kBT ≈ 0.62kcal/mol,
or the strength of a hydrogen bond, 1−5kcal/mol [Rose 93], we see that the
native state of a protein is a marginally stable structure in which opposing
energetic factors balance out.

According to the thermodynamic hypothesis we can then fold a protein
if we have a sufficiently accurate expression for the free energy G. Hybrid
QM/MD methods are available [Liu 01] but solving the Schrödinger equation
to obtain the protein wave-function is not possible for a system the size of
a protein. Fortunately proteins are large enough (∼ 1− 20nm) to behave as
classical objects in most respects.

A typical classical semi-empirical potential used for molecular dynamics
simulations is of the form

U = Kbond

∑

bond

(l − l0)
2 +Kang

∑

angle

(φ− φ0)
2+

Kdih

∑

dihedral

(1 + cos(Nθ − θ0)) +
∑

atoms i<j

(

Aij

r12ij

− Bij

r6ij
+
qiqj
rij

)

.

(2.2)

Here the first three terms represent bonded interactions: covalent bonds,
valence angles, and dihedral angles. The last two terms are non-bonded
interactions: a standard Lennard-Jones potential representing van der Waals
forces and a Coulomb potential for electrostatic interactions (including the
all important hydrogen bonds). The force constants Kbond,Kang,Kdih, the
equilibrium values l0, φ0, θ0, the parameters Aij , Bij, and the atomic charges
q, together define a force-field. Different force-fields are then constructed
from experimental values on small organic molecules and ab initio quantum
mechanical calculations [MacKerell Jr. 98, Kaminski 01, Ponder 03].

Finally, the entropic part of the free energy Eq. (2.1) is estimated by
sampling the conformational space accessible to the system at temperature
T .

Remark 2.3 For a system of two identical atoms in vacuum the minimum
of the Lennard-Jones potential

Uvdw(r) =
A

r12
− B

r6
,
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is used to define the van der Waals radius of an element. Values range from
1Å for hydrogen to 1.95Å for carbon. This is typically the radius used to
represent an atom by a sphere in the all-atom representation of a protein
(see Fig. 2.1(b)).

The effects of solvent: The hydrophobic effect

Proteins spontaneously fold into their native structure in a watery envi-
ronment but are typically unfolded in the gas phase. This tells us that
water plays a crucial role in the stability of the native state. The explicit
inclusion of water in MD simulations cause an explosion in the computa-
tional costs, where most of the time is spent updating the configuration of
the water molecules. This has lead to a widespread use of implicit sol-
vent models, e.g. using continuum models for the electrostatic interac-
tions (see [Simonson 03] and references therein) and various formulations
involving the exposed surface area to account for the hydrophobic effect
[Eisenberg 86, Koehl 94, Edelsbrunner 05].

The hydrophobic effect refers to the burial of non-polar (hydrophobic)
residues in the core of the protein structure, which increases the fraction of
polar (hydrophilic) residues on the surface. Part of the effect is entropic:
Hydrophobic residues at the surface cause a frustration of the hydrogen
bonding network formed by the water molecules. This then decreases the
number of configurations accessible to the water [Lum 99]. The same effect
is responsible for the organization of lipid-membranes and the formation of
oil droplets in water. The hydrophobic effects plays a major role in the

Native

Unfolded

Reaction coordinate

Transition state

G

∆G ∼ (−5) − (−15)kcal/mol

Figure 2.6: Schematic of the protein folding landscape. The rate-limiting
step is a set of conformations know as the transition state (ensemble). A
more complex landscape involving several rate-limiting could be envisioned.
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formation of the hydrophobic core of a protein [Rose 93].

Folding heuristics

Any set of folding heuristics must explain the Levinthal paradox [Levinthal 69,
Honig 99]. Namely, how does the protein find a unique native state within
the huge conformational space a priori available to it?

In going from the unfolded to the native state a protein pass through
one (or several) rate-limiting step(s) by a set of conformations known as
the transition state (see Fig. 2.6). In the nucleation-condensation view of
protein folding the transition state involves the formation of native con-
tacts that provide a scaffolding, or folding nucleus, for the last part of
the process [Daggett 03]. Here rate limiting step is due to a decrease in
entropy by a restriction of the conformational space accessible to a pro-
tein [Baldwin 07], that still exhibits imperfect burial of non-polar residues
in a hydrophobic core and only partial formation of secondary structures
[Lindorff-Larsen 04].3

IV Conclusion

With small excerpts from the vast subject of structural protein biology we
have hopefully awakened the interest of newcomers, without excessively bor-
ing the experts. Our aim has been to provide information and a general feel
for the structural aspects most relevant for the following chapters. Energetic
considerations only play a minor role later on, but was introduced here to
clarify the interactions responsible for the native protein structure.

3Two other popular folding heuristics are/have been the framework model [Rose 79,
Kim 82] and the hydrophobic collapse model (see [Daggett 03] and references therein).
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A Amino acid sidechains

Here the sidechains of the twenty naturally occurring amino are presented
and classified according to their interaction with water. It is favorable for po-
lar water molecules to frequent the company of other polar (i.e. hydrophilic)
molecules and shun non-polar (hydrophobic) molecules. Sidechains with a
net charge are either acidic (negatively charged) or basic (positively charged).

Non-polar

Polar

Acidic (polar)

Basic (polar)

Serine (SER) Threonine  (THR) Aspartic acid (ASP)

Leucine (LEU)

Proline (PRO)
backbone included

Methionine (MET) Phenylalanine (PHE) Tryptophane (TRP)

Isoleucine (ILE)

Glycine (GLY)
only H-atom

Valenine (VAL)Alanine (ALA)

Tyrosine (TYR)Glutamine (GLN)Cysteine (CYS)

Aspartic acid (ASP) Glutamic acid (GLU)

Lysine (LYS) Arginine (ARG) Histine (HIS)

The atoms are colored in the following way: Cα (green), Cβ (yellow), other
C atoms (gray), oxygen (red), nitrogen (blue), sulphur (orange). The two
exceptional sidechains are glycine, with only a single hydrogen, and proline,
where the sidechain form a cyclic structure involving the backbone (which
has been included above). Hydrogen atoms are left for simplicity.
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Chapter 3

Canal surface with linear
radial function

The unifying notion of the next three chapters is canal surface, the envelope
of 1-parameter family of spheres with centers moving along a smooth curve,
first introduced in [Monge 50].1 Examples are of canal surfaces are: the
cylinder, the torus, the dupin cyclides (of which an example is given in Fig.
3.1), and surfaces of revolution in general.

Figure 3.1: An example of Dupin cyclide: a Duping ring

In 4 dimensions canal surfaces have been used in the context of gen-
eral relativity [Langevin 06] but the most obvious applications are in 3
dimensions, e.g. geometric design [Farouki 96] or distance computations
[Tornero 91, Kim 03, Lee 07]. An application of the latter type is presented
in Chapter 4 where we give an exact solution to the problem of finding the
shortest distance between two spherically generated cone segments. This
solution is then used to formulate the constraints on a self-avoiding tube
which we use to represent the 3-dimensional structure of a protein. This is
done in Chapter 5.

Our reason for including this short introduction to smooth canal surfaces

11850 that is.
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in R
3 is twofold: (i) The smooth theory is more developed than the discrete

theory involving polygonal curves. (ii) The results will guide us towards an
appropriate formulation of a discrete self-avoiding tube in Chapter 5.

We refer the reader to [do Carmo 76] for an introduction to classical
differential geometry.

I Defining canal surfaces

An n-dimensional canal surface, S, is the envelope a 1-parameter family of
n-dimensional spheres of radius R(s) with centers on a smooth curve γ(s)
in R

n+1. We restrict ourselves the case n = 2.

R(s)

α(s) γ ′(s)

S

γ(s)

Figure 3.2: A canal surface can be defined as the envelope swept out by of
a 1-parameter family of spheres moving along a regular curve γ.

We consider a curve γ and a radial function R(s). Then a variable point
x on a canal surface is defined by the set of implicit equations

G(x, s) = ‖x− γ(s)‖2 −R2(s) = 0, (3.1a)

∂G

∂s
(x, s) = −2γ ′ · (x − γ) − 2RR′ = 0, (3.1b)

which has a solution if and only if

|R′(s)|
‖γ ′(s)‖ ≤ 1. (3.2)
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Now let α(s) be the angle between the tangent γ ′(s) and x(s)−γ(s), called
the opening angle at the point γ(s). Then Eq. (3.1b) can be rewritten as

γ′ · (x − γ) = ‖γ ′‖ ‖x− γ‖ cosα = −R R′,

cosα(s) = − R′(s)

‖γ′(s)‖ ,
(3.3)

where we have also made use of Eq. (3.1a). For each value of s this relation
is satisfied by an S1-family of points on the surface. For the sphere centered
at γ(s) this circle is found at an angle α(s) to the generating curve. In
other words, the envelope of the generating spheres is a 1-parameter family
of circles as shown in Fig. 3.2.

Remark 3.1 When γ is arc-length parametrized ‖γ ′(s)‖ = 1 and Eq. (3.2)
reduces to |R′(s)| ≤ 1.

Remark 3.2 When R(s) is constant S is called a tubular surface. Examples
are the helical canal surface and the torus.

II Regular canal surfaces with linearly varying ra-

dial function

We now consider canal surfaces with a radial function varying linearly with
arc-length, that is,

R(s) = as+ b > 0, a, b ∈ R+. (3.4)

We call such canal surfaces cones. It is then quite natural to examine how
much a cone can bend before it starts to self-intersect.

Theorem 3.1 Let γ : I → R
3 be a smooth arc-length parametrized regular

curve with nowhere vanishing curvature κ. If γ is the generating curve of a
regular cone S then it has a maximum curvature given by the supremum of

κ(s) <

√

1 − (R′)2

R(s)
. (3.5)

Proof: Since γ is regular with non-vanishing curvature there exists a global
Frenet frame, {t(s),n(s),b(s)}, which can be used to explicitly parametrize
the cone, S : I × S1 → R

3, as follows

S(s, φ) = γ(s) +R(s)
[
cosα(s)t(s) + sinα(s)

(
cosφ n(s) + sinφ b(s)

)]
,

(3.6)
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where cosα(s) = −R′(s). The cone is then said to be a regular C1 surface if
there exists a non-vanishing normal vector field for all pairs of values (s, φ).
That is

∂S
∂s

× ∂S
∂φ

6= 0, or equivalently ‖∂S
∂s

× ∂S
∂φ

‖2 6= 0. (3.7)

To determine when S regular we must see when Eq. (3.7) is satisfied.
For cones we have d

ds
cosα(s) = −R′′(s) = 0 and repeated application of the

Frenet equations2 gives

∂S
∂s

= (1 +R′ cosα−Rκ cosφ sinα)t

+ (R′ cosφ sinα−Rτ sinφ sinα+Rκ cosα)n

+ (R′ sinφ sinα+Rτ cosφ sinα)b,

(3.9)

∂S
∂φ

= − sinφ sinαn + cosφ sinαb, (3.10)

where κ = κ(s) and τ = τ(s) is the curvature and the torsion of the gen-
erating curve γ respectively. After straightforward calculations using the
orthogonality of the Frenet frame together with Eq. (3.3) we have

‖∂S
∂s

× ∂S
∂φ

‖2 = R2(s) sin2 α(s)
(√

1 − (R′)2 − κ(s)R(s) cos φ
)

, (3.11)

which is nonzero for all values of φ ∈ [0, 2π], if and only if the curvature κ
satisfies Eq. (3.5).

�

The above analysis is only valid when |R′| < 1. If R′ → 1 then κ → 0
and a global Frenet frame is no longer guarantied to exist, the calculations
break down, the generating curve tends to a straight line and the surface
tends to a half-space. Eq. (3.5) is a special case of a more general result
given in [Garcia 06].

In the next section we will see what type of generating curve lies behind
the maximally bend cone.

Remark 3.3 Torsion does not appear in Eq. (3.5) and so questions con-
cerning the generating curve can be settled in the plane.

2The Frenet equations are relations between the vectors in the Frenet frame
{t(s),n(s),b(s)}

t
′ = κn, n

′ = −κt − τb, b
′ = τn, (3.8)

where κ(s) = ‖γ ′′(s)‖ is the curvature and the last equation implicitly defines the torsion
τ (s) ([do Carmo 76],p.19).
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Remark 3.4 When R(s) is constant we have κ(s) < 1/R. This is the
setting of tubular surfaces and thick knots [Stasiak 98] where (locally) the
thickness of the tubular surface is bounded from above by the curvature of
the generating curve. Recently this has extended to include non-uniform
thickness [Durumeric 07].

II.1 How much can the generating curve of a cone bend?

With an upper bound on the curvature it is natural to ask what shape the
generating curve of the maximally bend cone has. As mentioned in Remark
3.3 cone regularity does not depend on the torsion of the generating curve
so we can restrict our attention to arc-length parametrized planar curves.

Theorem 3.2 Let γ : I → R
2 be a smooth arc-length parametrized regular

curve with nowhere vanishing curvature κ. Now assume that the curvature
of γ at all points is equal to the supremum of the curvatures of the gener-
ating curves of regular cones, given in Eq. (3.5). The shape of γ is then a
logarithmic spiral.

Proof: We make an educated guess and take the following explicit para-
metrization of the logarithmic spiral

γ(s) = R(s)(cos β(s), sinβ(s)), R(s) = as+ 1 > 0, (3.12)

as the candidate curve. Here β(s) is the turning angle between tangents to
γ at 0 and s respectively. As we only look for the shape of γ, the most
general radial function is R(s), equivalent to Eq. (3.4) up to a scale factor.

With γ arc-length parametrized we have

1 = ‖γ ′(s)‖2 = a2 +R2(s)β2(s), β′(s) =

√
1 − a2

R(s)
, (3.13a)

which we recognize as the upper bound on the curvature in Eq. (3.5). Then

β(s) =

∫ s

0
β′(s)ds =

∫ s

0

√
1 − a2

as+ 1
ds =

√

1

a2
− 1 lnR(s), (3.13b)

using β(0) = 0 as initial condition. After repeated differentiation of Eq.
(3.12) and using Eq. (3.13) we have

‖γ ′′(s)‖2 = κ(s)2 =
1 − α2

R2(s)
, (3.14)

which is precisely the supremum of the curvature bound in Eq. (3.5).

�
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Figure 3.3: Cross-sections of maximally bend cones and their generating
curve. These are curves with a curvature that at all points equals the supre-
mum of the curvatures of generating curves of regular cones.

The generating curve of a cone, that at all points have a curvature that
is the supremum of the curvatures of the generating curves of regular cones,
is then a logarithmic spiral and defined by Eqs. (3.12) and (3.13). This
reduces to a semi-circle when the radius is uniform [Litherland 99].

Fig. 3.3 shows the cross-section of maximally bend cones for constant
and linearly varying radial function. We see that the upper bound on the
curvature Eq. (3.5) is a bona fide geometrical constraint, and not some
artifact of the parametrization in Eq. (3.12). For a maximally bend curve
all discs of the cone meet in a focal point at the origin. A larger curvature
at any point along the curve would cause the discs to contain the origin and
intersect along a line.

III Conclusion

We have introduced the notion of a canal surface, the envelope of a 1-
parameter family of spheres, and elaborated on the properties of this con-
struction relevant for the coming chapters.

Special attention was given to the class of canal surfaces with a radial
function that varies linearly with arc-length also called cones. This was in
anticipation of two later applications, first in Chapter 4 where we give an
exact solution to the cone-cone distance problem, and then in Chapter 5
where cones are used in the formulation of a self-avoiding tube.

We found that for a cone to be a regular surface the curvature, κ, must
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satisfy

κ(s) <

√

1 − (R′)2

R(s)
,

at each point of the generating curve. We proceeded to demonstrate, that
the shape of the curve with a curvature, that at all points is equal to the
supremum of the curvatures of the generating curves of regular cones, is a
logarithmic spiral.
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Chapter 4

The shortest distance
between two cone segments

In this chapter we demonstrate how to compute the shortest distance be-
tween a pair of cone segments. This is a concrete application of the canal
surfaces introduced in the previous chapter. In the next chapter the distance
computation is used in the construction of a self-avoiding non-uniform tube.

The use of parameter families of spheres to represent more complex ob-
jects vastly simplifies collision detection and distance computations. It has
therefore received some attention in the robotics and computer graphics
literature [Tornero 91, Kim 03, Lee 07]. After spheres and cylinders, the
simplest objects in this class of surfaces are spherically generated cone seg-
ments. It was therefore a surprise that the only attempt to solve the problem
of finding the shortest distance between a pair of cone segments in 3-space,
presented in [Tornero 91], is incomplete. The principal result in [Tornero 91]
is the solution of a set of equations defining a vector along the shortest dis-
tance between the segments. Unfortunately, two non-trivial problems arise:

1. There may be no solution.

2. If there is a solution it is not unique. The solution in [Tornero 91]
provides the correct distance in exactly half of the cases.

We here give an exact solution, also based on the identification of a
vector normal to both cone segments. This approach is known as normal
matching in the geometric modeling literature. Normal vector fields are
best understood in terms of the Gauss map on a surface, and we used it to
provide a clarification of the problems in [Tornero 91].

The use of Gauss maps for distance computations is not new. A similar
approach has been used to compute the distance between two surfaces of
linear extrusion generated by slope-monotone closed curves [Seong 02]. In
[Thomas 00] is provided a numerical distance algorithm for objects described
by Bézier patches, also based on normal matching.

31
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In Section I we fix the notation and introduce the distance function. The
Gauss map is defined. Section II concerns a closed form solution to a set
of equations similar to those of [Tornero 91] supplemented with a binary
relation to make a solution unique. Providing a criteria to determine when
a solution does not exist, we show how the problem in this case reduces to
finding the shortest distance between a cone segment and a sphere. Finally
we conclude in Section III.

I Notation and a few geometric concepts

A cone segment segment, S, is the envelope of a 1-parameter family of
spheres of radius

R(s) = (1 − s)r1 + s r2, centered at e(s) = (1 − s)v1 + sv2, (4.1)

where the vertices v1 and v2 are points in R
3, r1 and r2 points in R+,

and s ∈ [0, 1]. For S to be well-defined, vertices and radii must satisfy the
regularity condition

|r2 − r1|
‖v2 − v1‖

< 1. (4.2)

This was initially introduced in Section I of Chapter 3 where it came from
the requirement that the surface should be regular.

e(s)

R(s)

N

t

N

t

r1
r2

S Gauss map

α

v1 v2

Figure 4.1: Left: A cone segment S is the envelope of a 1-parameter family
of spheres of radius R(s) centered at e(s). The envelope is a cone frustum
sandwiched by parts of a sphere. Right: The image of the Gauss map N
is the set of oriented unit normal vectors of S seen on the 2-sphere. On the
cone frustum normal vectors span a circle dividing the 2-sphere into disjoint
regions. On the end-spheres each set of normal vectors cover a disjoint
regions.
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An example of a cone segment is given in Fig. 4.1. It consists of a cone
frustum sandwiched at each end by a part of a sphere, called an end-sphere
in the following.1

I.1 The Gauss map on a cone segment

Let κ be the curvature of the generating curve of a cone segment S. In
Section II of Chapter 3 we saw, that for S to be a regular C1-surface the
curvature must satisfy

κ(s) <

√

1 − (R′)2

R(s)
. (4.3)

For a line segment we have κ ≡ 0 so a cone segment satisfying Eq. (4.2) and
R(s) > 0 is always a regular. Furthermore, since S is orientable there is a
differentiable field of unit normal vectors, N, defined on all of S.

Interpreting the unit vector-field on S as a map from the surface to the
2-sphere, N : S → S2, defines the Gauss map [do Carmo 76]. From Fig. 4.1
we see that the Gauss map takes the frustum part to the circle defined by

N · t = cosα = − r2 − r1
‖v2 − v1‖

≡ −η, where t =
v2 − v1

‖v2 − v1‖
, (4.4)

and α is the opening angle of the segment. We call this circle-image on the
2-sphere a Gauss circle. The image of the Gauss map on the end-spheres
each cover one of the two disjoint regions separated by the Gauss circle.
Together the three families of normal vectors completely cover the 2-sphere.

I.2 The distance function between two cone segments

To find the shortest distance between two cone segments, a and b, we con-
sider the function d : R

2 → R defined by

d(s, t) = ‖ea(s) − eb(t)‖ −Ra(s) −Rb(t), (4.5)

that for a pair of (s, t)-values returns the signed distance between spheres of
radius Ra(s) and Rb(t) centered at ea(s) and eb(t) respectively. The shortest
signed distance is then

dab = min
(s,t)∈[0,1]2

d(s, t) ≡ d(s∗, t∗), (4.6)

where s∗ and t∗ are minimizers. In order to determine dab we use that the
shortest distance between two regular surfaces is realized between points
where normal vectors are anti-parallel. The distance problem then becomes
one of realizing a vector, Nc, normal to both cone segments, or normal
matching for short.

Remark 4.1 The definition in Eq. (4.6) differs slightly from that of [Tornero 91]
where the distance is set to zero when dab ≤ 0.

1A frustum is a truncated cone, with the top cut off parallel to the base.
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II Normal vector along the shortest distance

The shortest distance between two cone segments is given by the minimum
of the continuous function, d, which maps a compact subsetD = [0, 1]2 ⊂ R

2

into the real numbers. From Analysis we then know that a minimum exists.
This can also be from the fact that the Gauss map on a cone segment cover
the 2-sphere. This defines a set of rays passing through all points in 3-space
(see Fig. 4.1).

The normal matching comes in two distinct flavors. Which one depends
on the shortest distance occurring

1. entirely between cone frustums with (s∗, t∗) ∈
◦

D =]0, 1[2, or

2. between the end-sphere of at least one segment with (s∗, t∗) ∈ ∂D.

As we look for an anti-parallel normal vector, the two normal vector fields
should have opposite orientation. We choose to look for a matching normal
amongst the vectors oriented outward on segment a and inward on segment
b.

II.1 Normal matching between cone frustums

We first look for a matching normal over
◦

D. This is best done by considering
matching normals on the double cones defined by letting the axis parameter
s take values in all of R. An example of a double cone is shown in Fig. 4.2.

B

α

C+

π − α r1
r2

t v2

β

C−
Nc

Nc

t
v1

Figure 4.2: The double cone, C, associated to a cone segment.

We denote the double cone associated to segment a by Ca. It is charac-
terized by a cone vertex Ba, an axis vector ta, and an angle βa = |αa−π/2|.2
The cone that contains segment a is called the positive cone and denoted by

2Usually the angle βa is called the opening angle of the cone C+
a but as the reader may

have noticed we reserve this name for αa defined in Eq. (4.4).
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C+
a . The remaining part of the double cone is the negative cone C−

a . Similar
quantities define the double cone of segment b.

Normal matching between positive cones

By construction we look for a matching normal Nc between C+
a and C+

b .
Using Eq. (4.4) the relevant Gauss circles are then given by

Nc·ta = cosαa = −ηa, Nc · tb = cos(π − αb) = +ηb, (4.7a)

Nc·Nc = 1, (4.7b)

In Fig. 4.4(a) we see how the choice of orientation of Nc introduces an
asymmetry in the problem. For segment b it is then the Gauss circle of
the negative cone C−

b we must consider and this is the reason for the sign
difference in Eq. (4.7a).

Nc

ta

tb

Figure 4.3: Gauss circles of the cones C+
a and C−

b used to find the matching
normal vector Nc (see text). ta and tb is the axis vector of segment a and
b respectively.

Now assume that a matching normal between the cones exists. In this
case there are two solutions to the set of equations in Eq. (4.7) which can
be seen as two intersections between the Gauss circles in Fig. 4.3 given by
Eq. (4.7a). To find the solution realizing the shortest distance we expand
Nc in terms of the non-orthogonal basis

(ta, tb, δta × tb), where δ = sign [det (vb − va, ta, tb)] . (4.8)

Again the correct choice of sign is related to the orientation of Nc. Details
are provided in Appendix A and Remark 4.3. Now Nc can be written

Nc = c1ta + c2tb + δc3ta × tb, (4.9)

where c1, c2, and c3 are scalar coefficients. Inserting into Eq. (4.7) and using
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ta

tb

π − αb

dab

αa

Nc

Nc

va

vb

(a) The appropriate choice of sign
gives a matching normal vector, N

c,
along the direction of the shortest
distance.

π − αb

αa

Nc

Nc

(b) The wrong choice of sign gives rise
to incorrect footpoints.

Figure 4.4: In the generic case the system of equations in (4.7) defining the
matching normal vector, Nc, has two solutions. These are distinguished by
the choice of sign δ in the basis Eq. (4.8).

ta · tb = cos θab gives

−ηa = Nc · ta = c1 + c2 cos θab, ηb = Nc · tb = c1 cos θab + c2,

1 = Nc · Nc = c1(c1 + c2 cos θab) + c2(c1 cos θab + c2) + δ2c23 sin2 θab.

(4.10)

With the choice of sign, δ, in Eq. (4.8) the positive square-root solution for
c3 gives the normal vector realizing the shortest distance and finally we get
the coefficients for Nc

c1 = −ηa + ηb cos θab

sin2 θab

, c2 =
ηb + ηa cos θab

sin2 θab

,

c3 =
1

sin θ2
ab

√

sin2 θab − (η2
a + η2

b + 2ηaηb cos θab).
(4.11)

Remark 4.2 In [Tornero 91] the coefficients c1, c2, and c3 are written in
terms of trigonometric functions. This is avoided in the new formulation
of the non-orthogonal basis Eq. (4.8) and makes the appropriate choice of
solution to c23 transparent.

Remark 4.3 The correct choice of Gauss circles, and hence the correct
combination of signs in Eq. (4.7), depends on the orientation of Nc. Situ-
ated at segment a the correct choice of sign, δ, will make the vector δ(ta×tb)
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point in the direction of segment b in the sense that

(vb − va) · δ(ta × tb) > 0.

Alternatively, situated at segment b the product −δ(ta × tb) points in the
direction of segment a. However, in this case the combination of signs in
Eq. (4.7) does not give rise to a normal vector along the direction of shortest
distance. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.4(b).

No matching normal vector on double cones

αa

V.)I.)

tb

θab

π − αb

ta
IV.)III.)II.)

Figure 4.5: The question of existence and number of solutions is determined
by the sign of H(αa, αb, θab) and relates to the number of intersections be-
tween Gauss circles (see text). I: No solutions (H < 0). II: Degenerate
solutions (H = 0). III: Two solutions given by ±c3 (H > 0). IV: Degener-
ate solutions (H = 0). V: No solutions (D < 0).

We now have an expression for the matching normal normal vector, Nc,
when a solution exists. Whether or not this is the case can be determined
by looking at the sign of

H(αa, αb, θab) = sin2 θab − (η2
a + η2

b + 2ηaηb cos θab), (4.12)

the expression under the square-root in Eq. (4.11). WhenH is positive there
are two non-degenerate solutions, when H = 0 the solution is degenerate,
and when H is negative there are no solutions . In Fig. 4.5 this information
is coupled to the number of intersections between Gauss circles. There are
two distinct situations with no solutions

1. There is no matching normal between C+
a and C+

b . However, there is
one between C+

a and C−

b , and another between C−
a and C+

b . This is case
I in Fig. 4.5.

2. There are no matching normal between any pair of cones. This can be
further subdivided: (i) ta · tb ≈ ±1 which is case V in Fig. 4.5. This
is also a situation where the basis Eq. (4.8) becomes ill-defined. An
assessment of the robustness of the distance algorithm is provided in
Appendix B. (ii) ta · tb ≈ 0 which is not shown.
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In the case there are no matching normal between the cones C+
a and

C+
b , the shortest distance necessarily involves at least one end-sphere. We

consider this question in Section II.2. First we proceed to find the minimizers
s∗ and t∗ when a matching normal do exist.

Footpoints of normal vectors

To determine the minimizers s∗ and t∗ in Eq. (4.6) we follow [Tornero 91]
and consider the relation between points on the cone axes

ea(s
∗) + (d(s∗, t∗) +Ra(s

∗) +Rb(t
∗))Nc = eb(t

∗). (4.13)

Taking the scalar product on both sides with Nc × tb and Nc × ta, we get

s∗ =
(vb − va) · (Nc × tb)

‖∆va‖ta · (Nc × tb)
, t∗ = −(vb − va) · (Nc × ta)

‖∆vb‖tb · (Nc × ta)
, (4.14)

respectively. If (s∗, t∗) ∈
◦

D, the distance dab = d(s∗, t∗) is realized between
the frustum parts of the cone segments. If not, then it is given by parameters
on ∂D, the boundary of D. We address this question in the next section.

Remark 4.4 Only when the footpoints ea(s
∗) and eb(t

∗) lie on the axis of
both C+

a and C+
b , is Nc a vector in the direction of shortest distance. This

is because the normal vector field changes orientation when we pass a cone
vertex as shown in Fig. 4.2 (see also Remark 4.3).

II.2 Normal matching involving end-spheres

Now assume there is no matching normal for (s∗, t∗) ∈
◦

D. This is either be-
cause the minimizers lie outside the domain or because no matching normal
exists. The shortest distance between cone segments must then involve the
end-sphere of at least one segment.

If a matching normal does exist the appropriate choice of end-sphere

depends on the position of the minimizers relative to
◦

D

1. If exactly one of the minimizers is outside [0, 1] the closest end-sphere
on the corresponding segment should be chosen.

2. If both minimizers are outside [0, 1] then both, s fixed with t ∈ [0, 1],
and ,t fixed with s ∈ [0, 1], have to be computed and distances com-
pared.

When no normal vector exists there is nothing to guide us. All four end-
spheres must be considered and distances compared.
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tb

eb(t
∗)eb(t

⊥)

αb

dab

va

vb

Figure 4.6: When there is no matching normal between cone frustums the
problem reduces to finding the shortest distance between a sphere and a
cone segment. Here is the situation for s = 0 and ∆rb < 0.

In the sphere-segment distance calculation we follow [Tornero 91] and
illustrate it for the case s = 0 shown in Fig. 4.6. The minimum distance
between a sphere of radius ra centered at va and segment b is then given by

dab = min
t∈[0,1]

d(0, t). (4.15)

First we find the parameter minimizing the distance between the sphere and
the cone axis

t⊥ = −(vb − va) · tb

‖∆vb‖
, (4.16)

and then the true minimizer by adding a correction factor

t∗ = t⊥ + sign(ηb)
∣
∣
∣t∗ − t⊥

∣
∣
∣ = t⊥ − ‖eb(t

⊥) − va‖
‖∆vb‖ tanαb

. (4.17)

If t∗ ∈ [0, 1], the shortest distance is dab = d(0, t∗). If not, then the shortest
distance is between two spheres.

III Discussion

We have provided a complete solution to the problem of finding the shortest
distance between two cone segments in 3-space using the method of normal
matching. Initially, our intent was to clarify the problems of

1. existence and

2. uniqueness,
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encountered in [Tornero 91] but we ended up with a complete reformulation
of the solution.

The present chapter bridges the gap between the fairly general considera-
tions on smooth canal surfaces in Chapter 3 and the applications in Chapter
5. Here, a sequence of cone segments is used to represent the 3-dimensional
structure of a protein. For this application the ability to do fast and reliable
distance calculations between cone segments is crucial in order to preserve
the initial shape of the structure. As an added benefit, compared to an
approximate distance calculation, the exact form of the solution allows for
implementation in a gradient based optimization scheme.
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A Details on the choice of sign in Eq. (4.8)

The choice of the sign in the basis (Eq. (4.8) in Section II.1)

(ta, tb, δta × tb), where δ = sign [det (vb − va, ta, tb)] , (A.1)

is not addressed in [Tornero 91] so when a matching normal exists it is
not uniquely defined. Here we briefly explain the appropriate choice in a
situation where cone axes do not intersect.

The coordinate system (ta, tb, ta×tb), shown in Fig. A.1, divides 3-space
in halves that are distinguished by the sign of det(vb −va, ta, tb). One half-

tb

ta

ta × tb

va

vb

det(vb−va, ta, tb) < 0
det(vb−va, ta, tb) > 0

Figure A.1: The basis, (ta, tb, δta × tb), divides 3-space into halves that are
distinguished by the sign δ.

space contains the axis of segment b, the other not. Having the matching
normal point from segment a to segment b we should use the half-space
defined by

δ det(vb − va, ta, tb) = δ(vb − va) · (ta × tb) > 0, (A.2)

and hence the coordinate system (ta, tb, δta × tb) with

δ = sign[det(vb − va, ta, tb)]. (A.3)
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B Numerical robustness

To assess the numerical robustness of the distance algorithm we consider
the situations where the non-orthogonal basis

(ta, tb, δta × tb), with δ = sign [det (vb − va, ta, tb)] , (B.1)

becomes ill-defined. This is the case when one or more of the following
situations is approximately realized

1. va = vb. Identical cone vertices.

2. ta ‖ tb. Parallel cone axes.

3. (vb −va) ‖ ta or (vb −va) ‖ tb. One cone vertex lies on the axis of the
other cone segment.

4. (vb − va) ⊥ ta × tb. Both cone axes lie in a single plane.

Case 1-3 are all special instances case 4, shown in Fig. 4.1(a), where cone
axes lie in a single plane.

The signed distance between a cone segment and an end-sphere is always
well-defined. The question of robustness can therefore be stated in the
following way: Assume that a matching normal exists between two cone
segments. In the situation where the coordinate system becomes ill-defined,
is there a significant error in doing the distance calculation at an end-sphere?

The situation that cone axes approximately lie in a single plane severely
limits the configurations where a matching normal exists. In fact, as illus-
trated in Fig. 4.1(b), these are precisely the configurations where all vectors,
normal to one segment and intersecting the other cone axis, give rise to al-
most identical distances. The error in doing the distance calculation at an
end-sphere, when the basis Eq. (B.1) becomes ill-defined, is therefore small.
In this very loose sense the distance algorithm is robust.

Remark 4.5 A better measure of the robustness would be, for a given bound

det (vb − va, ta, tb) < ε, (B.2)

to have an estimate of the error
∣
∣
∣
∣
d(s∗, t∗) − d(s, t)|(s,t)∈∂D

∣
∣
∣
∣
< f(ε), (B.3)

where f ∈ R+ is some function of ε with the property that f → 0 for ε→ 0.
In other words, we should be able to give an upper bound on the error involved
in doing the distance calculation at an end-sphere when Eq. (B.1) becomes
ill-defined.
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va

ta × tb

ta

vb

tb

(a) Cone axes are (approximately) contained
in a single plane

d(s∗, 0) d(s∗, t∗) d(s∗, 1)

ta

tb

NC

va

vb

(b) The difference between the true
distance, given by a matching nor-
mal N

c, and the minimum distance
involving end-spheres is small in this
case.

Figure B.1: When cone axes approximately lie in single plane the sign δ,
and hence the basis (ta, tb, δta × tb), becomes ill-defined.
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Chapter 5

Optimal tube representations
of protein structures

The aim of this chapter is twofold:

1. First, to present a geometrical formulation of a discrete self-avoiding
non-uniform tube.

2. Second, to assign self-avoiding tubes to proteins as a geometrical way
to represent the structure.

This is a departure from the simplest model where a single radius is assigned
to the structure [Banavar 00]. Our intent is to study the geometrical basis of
protein structure with a more detailed representation of shape and volume
distribution. In this context, it is a large conceptual difference, compared
with a uniform tube, that some of the geometrical information contained in
the sidechains is retained in the model.

In Section I we briefly look at some successful applications of geometry
in a protein context, and comment on the previous work using tube repre-
sentations [Banavar 00, Banavar 02, Banavar 03a, Banavar 03b, Hoang 04].
Together with some necessary notation we present the constraints defining
a self-avoiding non-uniform tube in Section II. In Section III we show how a
protein tube can be found as the solution to a volume optimization problem.
In Section IV we present some preliminary results. Finally we conclude and
look to possible future work in Section V.

So far we have only considered protein structures but the model applies
equally well to other biomolecules, e.g. RNA [Berman 92].

I Introduction

The realization that the shape of a biomolecule plays a large role - in some sit-
uations even larger than the chemical details [Anfinsen 73] - has lead a part

45
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of the structural biology community to take a more geometrical approach
to the study of biomolecules, and in particular globular proteins [Taylor 01,
Koehl 02, Kolodny 05, Edelsbrunner 05, Lindorff-Larsen 05]. The underly-
ing philosophy is, that properties such as shape, volume and mass distribu-
tion, surface area, mass distribution,..., determine a significant part of the
experimentally observed behavior. Their role must therefore be understood
to fully appreciate (and model) the working protein. Fruits of this approach
are, e.g., the use of the accessible surface area to describe the solvation
energy implicitly [Eisenberg 86, Edelsbrunner 05], the application of topo-
logical [Arteca 99] and geometrical [Røgen 03] shape descriptors in protein
structure classification, or the observed correlation between the folding rate
and contact order in single-domain proteins [Plaxco 98].

(a) All-atom representation. Atoms
colored by element.

(b) Representation using spheres of
radius 2.7Å centered at the positions
of the Cα-atoms. Atoms colored by
secondary structure: helix (red) coil
(yellow).

Figure 5.1: Two different representations of a protein (2ci2, [McPhalen 87]).
The two representations are identically oriented.

The geometrical basis of protein structure and function goes hand in
hand with the need to perform some form of coarse-graining in any kind of
modelling scheme. The native protein structure is only marginally stable,
the product of a careful balancing of a huge number of small electrostatic and
entropic contributions (see Section 2 of Chapter III). For this reason, brute
force approaches such as Molecular Dynamics (MD) are computationally
expensive [Karplus 02] and typically some coarse-graining of both structure
and force-field is used [Kolinski 04]. The Cα-representation of a protein,
shown in Fig. 5.1(b), is a widely used structural model because it is simple
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and captures the shape of the backbone.
Our use of tubes to represent protein structure is partly inspired by

atomic density plots of ensembles of NMR structures as found in [Lindorff-Larsen 04,
Lindorff-Larsen 05] and partly by the work in [Banavar 00, Banavar 02]
where a uniform tube is used to represent the structure of a protein. We
go a step further, to a tube of non-uniform radius. Here the local radius
can be used to retain geometrical information concerning sidechains. This
allows for a more detailed representation of the protein geometry, with only
a small increase in the number of variables.

Previous work using a tube representation

In [Banavar 00] uniform tubes were demonstrated to fold into compact sec-
ondary structure-like elements. The underlying hypothesis is, that part of
the folding of proteins is only directed by geometrical considerations. Based
on a set of helices and sheets it was found that a protein can approximately
be described by a uniform tube of radius 2.7Å [Banavar 02].

In [Banavar 03b] the authors argue, that an important aspect of the tube,
and not present in the Cα-representation, is the implicit local distinction
between the direction along the tube and those perpendicular to it. However,
it is not obvious that the model of [Gonzalez 99] applied to proteins in
[Banavar 00, Banavar 02] can be called a tube. The reason is the following.
A radius is imposed on a set of vertices, {Cα}, by requiring that Rij , the
radius of the circle going through Cα,i, Cα,i+1, and Cα,j must satisfy1

Rij < R, (5.1)

where R is the ideal radius [Banavar 03a]. The simplest possible configura-
tion, that of two straight backbone segments lying in parallel, is shown in
Fig. 5.2. We see that the actual backbone distance can vary significantly,
without changing Rij. Other configurations allow for more complicated mo-
tion keeping Rij fixed but in any case, the minimum distance between points
on the backbone is not uniform.

In the next section we present a formulation of a self-avoiding tube of
non-uniform radius that faithfully preserves the ideal radius along a segment.
Though different from the model in [Gonzalez 99] it still originates from the
theory of ideal knots [Stasiak 98, Rawdon 00].

Remark 5.1 When ‖Cα,i − Cα,i+i‖ → 0 then 2Rmin → 2R (see Fig. 5.2).
This is the case in the ideal knot application for which the model was initially
intended [Gonzalez 99].

1Initially the radius check involved all triplets of points [Banavar 03a] but it can be
shown that it is sufficient to consider triplets where two points are neighbors [Røgen 07].
This reduces the number of intersection checks from O(N 3) to O(N2) for a tube with N
vertices.
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Cα,i Cα,i+1

Cα,j Cα,j+1Cα,j−1

∆r ≈ 0.8Å

Cα,i−1

2Rmin ≈ 3.8Å
Rij = R ≈ 2.7Å

Figure 5.2: The simplest configuration of two straight backbone segments in
the tube model used in [Banavar 00, Banavar 02, Banavar 03a]. Segment j
can move along the thick line without changing Rij and violating the ideal
radius R. However, the actual distance between the backbone segments
varies significantly.

II The self-avoiding non-uniform tube

We now turn to the mathematical formulation of a self-avoiding tube build
from a collection of tube segments. Traces of inspiration drawn from the
computational studies of ideal knots [Stasiak 98] are scattered throughout
the section.

II.1 Defining the tube building blocks

An (N − 1)-segment tube is given by (3 + 1)N coordinates

(v1, r1, . . . ,vi, ri, . . . ,vN , rN ) ≡ (v, r), (5.2)

where vi is a 3-dimensional vector containing the spatial coordinates of
vertex i and ri is the associated radius. Each pair of consecutive points
gives rise to a 1-parameter family of spheres of radius

Ri(s) = (1 − s)ri + sri+1, centered at ei(s) = (1 − s)vi + svi+1, (5.3)

where s ∈ [0, 1]. Furthermore the opening angle αi is given by

cosαi = − ri+1 − ri
‖vi+1 − vi‖

≡ − ∆ri
‖∆vi‖

. (5.4)

All together this defines a tube segment2. Spheres at vertices are called end-
spheres. By a tube we then understand a sequence of tube segments and
refer to the polygonal curve given by the line segments as the tube axis. An
illustration of a tube and a tube segment is given in Fig. 5.3. The special

2The same object was referred to as a cone segment in Chapter 4.
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(a) A non-
uniform tube.

αi

ei(s)

R(s)ri

ri+1

vi+1vi

(b) Tube segment i in a non-uniform tube. vi and vi+1 are
vertex coordinates and an associated radius ri and ri+1 re-
spectively. αi is the opening angle and ei(s) a point along the
tube axis with radius Ri(s).

Figure 5.3: Example of a tube and a tube segment.

case r1 = r2 = · · · = rN is identical to the tube defined in [Rawdon 00] which
we call a uniform tube (UT) to distinguish it from the general non-uniform
tube (NUT).

To be well-defined a segment must satisfy the constraint

Cbound(v, r) = 1 − |∆ri|
‖∆vi‖

≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , N − 1, (5.5)

where the limiting case |∆ri|/‖∆vi‖ = 1 is a configuration where the smaller
end-sphere is completely contained in the larger.3

II.2 Stiffness: A local angle constraint

In an infinitely flexible rope the finite thickness imposes a stiffness limiting
how much the rope can bend without deformation. This is a property of
any polymer structure and should therefore be included in the self-avoiding
tube. Here we formulate it as a set of upper bounds on the turning angles,
{θi}i=2,...,N−1, given by

cos θi = ti−1 · ti, where ti−1 =
∆vi−1

‖∆vi−1‖
and ti =

∆vi

‖∆vi‖
, (5.6a)

3Eqs. (5.4) and (5.5) are the discrete formulations of Eqs. (3.3) and (3.2) in Section
II of Chapter 3.
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θm,ideal
i

vi

ri

v1

v0

α0

√

‖v0‖2 − ∆r2
0/2

θm,ideal
i /2

θm,ideal
i /2

Figure 5.4: The tube radius leads to an upper bound on the turning angle,

θm,ideal

i . Different opening angles in the segments leads to a correction of
the ideal maximal angle (see text).

is a unit vector along the axis of tube segment i− 1 and i respectively. We
introduce the ideal maximal turning angle of vertex i, θm,ideal

i , given by

tan(θm,ideal
i /2) = min

j=i−1,i

(√

‖∆vj‖2 − ∆r2
j

) /
2ri, (5.6b)

which is identical to the true maximal turning angle, θm
i , if and only if the

opening angles of the two segments, αi−1 and αi, are identical.4 When this
is not the case, there is a correction factor

θm,ideal
i → θm

i = θm,ideal
i + α0 − α1, (5.6c)

where α0 is the opening angle of the minimizing segment in Eq. (5.6) and
and α1 the opening angle of the remaining segment.

Remark 5.2 Consecutive segments can be ”locked”, i.e. θm
i = 0, when

∆r0 < 0 and ∆r1 > 0. Even worse, the correction term α0 − α1 in Eq.
(5.6c) can lead to θm < 0. To avoid this we impose θm

i ≥ 0 as a set of
additional constraints on the tube coordinates.

Formulated as a set of constraints on the turning angles, and hence the
tube coordinates, we have

Cangles(v, r) =

(
θm
i − θi

θm
i

)

≥ 0, i = 2, . . . , N − 1, (5.7)

defined in terms of Eq. (5.6).

4When αi = αi−1 ≡ π/2 Eq. (5.6) is the discrete radius of curvature of a uniform tube
[Rawdon 97, Rawdon 00].
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Remark 5.3 The set of upper bounds on the turning angles, given by Eq.
(5.6b), is the discrete version of the point-wise upper bound

κ <

√

1 − (R′)2

R2
,

on the curvature, κ(s), of the generating curve of a canal surface with a
radial function that varies linearly with arc-length. This was the subject of
Section II of Chapter 3.

II.3 Shape: A global overlap constraint

vk

dik

αi

ti

vi

π − αk

tk

Figure 5.5: Testing for self-intersections involves finding the signed distance
between tube (or cone) segments. This question was addressed in detail in
Chapter 4.

The set of local constraints Eq. (5.7) is not sufficient to preserve the
shape of a tube. Instead this is done by imposing a constraints on the
pairwise overlap between segments. This is also called self-intersection when
two segments belong to the same tube.

For a uniform tube, build from a collection of cylinder segments and
spheres, the self-intersection check is straightforward [Eberly 00, Ashton 05]
but not so when radii can vary. In this case we have to find the signed
cone-cone distance between tube segments i and k, given by5

dik = min
(s,t)∈[0,1]2

{

‖ei(s) − ek(t)‖ −Ri(s) −Rk(t)

}

. (5.8)

A detailed solution to this problem, illustrated in Fig. 5.5, is given in Chap-
ter 4.

5dik is a C1 function when cone axes do not intersect.
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(a) Uniform tube.
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(b) Non-uniform tube.

Figure 5.6: Cross-sections of maximally bend smooth tubes. See Remark
5.3 and Section II.1 of Chapter 3 for details.

It is obvious that neighboring segments should be allowed to intersect
(see Fig. 5.4) but also that segments distant along the tube axis should not.
What about next-nearest neighbors, should they be allowed to intersect?
[Rawdon 00] provides a solution to this problem, for the case of a uniform
tube, in the following way. Consider the maximally bend curve for a smooth
tube of uniform radius in Fig. 5.6(a). Now take each pair of consecutive
circles to be end-spheres defining a tube segment. Then a collection of
connected segments for which the turning angles sum to less than π should
be allowed to intersect. From Fig. 5.6(b) we see that a similar construction
can be made for a non-uniform tube.

Remark 5.4 The explanation given above is in fact not correct. [Rawdon 00]
demonstrates, that to ensure proper convergence of the tube radius, the gen-
erating curve of a smooth uniform tube should be inscribed in the tube axis,
and not the other way around as done here. However, for our purposes the
intuition provided by Fig. 5.6 is sufficient.

We use the maximal turning angles, {θm
i }i=2,...N−1, to define a neighbor-

hood of a vertex i where pairwise overlaps are accepted. This is done in the
following way

θm
i+1 + · · · + θm

i+n−1 + uiθ
m
i+n = π,

θm
i + · · · + θm

i−h+1 + liθ
m
i−h = π,

0 < ui, li ≤ 1, (5.9)

and with this notion of a vertex neighborhood we can define the set of overlap
constraints

Cdistance(v, r) = dik ≥ 0,

for k < i− h or k > i+ n and i = 1, 2, . . . N − 1.
(5.10)
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The parameters ui and li are introduced to ensure piece-wise differentiability
of the objective function used to assign tubes to proteins. This is the subject
of Section III.

Remark 5.5 For a non-uniform tube there are configurations where the
maximal turning angles never sum up to π. This would be the case for a
sequence of locked segments (see Remark 5.2) where θm

i = 0. However, this
is not a problem since the angle constraint in Eq. (5.7) then reduces to

Cangle = θm
i − θi = −θi ≥ 0,

i.e. θi = 0, which keeps the tube from turning at vertex i and hence from
self-intersecting.

Remark 5.6 We set θm
2 = θm

N−1 ≡ π to ensure proper behavior at the tube
terminals.

III Assigning tubes to protein structures

The discrete self-avoiding non-uniform tube of Section II is defined by the
choice of building blocks, in the form of tube segments, and then the con-
straints

C =





C bound

C angle

C distance



 ≥ 0, (5.11)

given by Eqs. (5.5), (5.7), and (5.10) respectively. However, without some
means of specifying vertex positions and radii the model is of little interest.
In [Rawdon 00] this is done by minimizing the length a closed polygonal
curve, while radius and knot type are kept fixed, to obtain the ideal form
of a knot. In [Banavar 00] it is done via an attractive contact potential and
the desire to obtain local compact configurations that resemble secondary
structure elements in proteins. Here we find a tube that reflects the shape
and volume of a protein by maximizing the intersection volume between
protein atoms and tube. This is the subject of the remaining part of the
chapter.

Remark 5.7 Other geometrically motivated objectives can be constructed
but volume-exclusion and shape are two of the most fundamental properties
of a protein structure. This makes intersection volume the most natural
choice.

Assignment of protein atoms and weighting of intersection vol-
umes

We use the all-atom sphere representation of a protein structure. Here an
atom is represented by a sphere of van der Waals radius centered at the
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coordinates provided by the crystal structure. Given a protein structure the
number of tube vertices, N , is set equal to the number of residues. This
gives a canonical identification between the atoms of residue i, denoted by
Ai, and vertex i. We use ak

i to denote the ball of radius rk
i representing the

k’th atom in Ai.
In the following we do not distinguish, in words or in notation, between

protein atoms and their representations.

Allowed and non-allowed protein atoms

To retain the shape of a tube, a given segment must not be allowed to overlap
segments outside a well-defined vertex neighborhood. This was explained
in Section II.3. Similarly, an atom cannot not be allowed inside just any
segment, if the tube should reflect the shape of the protein. Instead, we
need an intermediate formulation, where only atoms from residues close to
a segment along the protein backbone are allowed inside.

The notion of a vertex neighborhood defined in Section II.3 is precisely
the required coarse-grained assignment of atoms: When two segments are
allowed intersect according to Eq. (5.10), then the atoms of one segment
are allowed inside the other, and vice versa. Using Eq. (5.9), we then define
three sets of indices for a vertex i

Li = {1, . . . , i− h− 1}, (5.12)

Mi = {i− h, . . . , i+ n}, and (5.13)

Ui = {i+ n+ 1, . . . , N}, (5.14)

where Mi contains the indices for the sets of allowed atoms, Ai−h, . . . ,Ai+n

of segments i− 1 and i (joined at vertex i). Together Li ∪ Ui define the set
of non-allowed atoms.

Fractional allowedness of protein atoms

In the present situation an atom is either allowed inside a given segment, or
it is not. This strict assignment is unfortunate since a small perturbation,
such as moving a tube vertex slightly, can lead to a change in the status of
an atom. Instead we should have a notion of ”fractional allowedness”. This
is provided by the parameters ui and li in Eq. (5.9), which give a measure
of how much the segments farthest away should contribute.

With the fractional allowedness we can construct a differentiable weight-
ing of the tube-atom intersection volumes in the following way. With a slight
abuse of notation we define, ∂Mi = {i − h, i + n} and consider an atom ak

j

from the set Aj. The intersection volume between the atom and tube seg-
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Figure 5.7: Differentiable weight function defined terms of the parameters
of fractional allowedness 0 < ui, li < 1 (see text).

ment i is then weighted by

Pij =







+1, j ∈ (Mi \ ∂Mi),
−1, j ∈ (Li ∪Ri),

P (x)|x=li or ui
, j ∈ ∂Mi,

(5.15)

where

P (x) = 2(3x2 − 2x3) − 1,

satisfying P (0) = −1, P (1) = 1 and P ′(0) = P ′(1) = 0,
(5.16)

is the lowest order polynomial that ensures differentiability of the weight
function Pij . A plot of Pij is given in Fig. 5.7.

III.1 Objective function: Atom-segment intersection volume

Using the (segment dependent) partition of protein atoms into allowed, non-
allowed, and fractionally allowed atoms, we define a piecewise differentiable
objective function F (v, r) that counts the tube-atom intersection volume,
in the following way. Let Vi(a

k
j ) be the fraction of atom ak

j inside segment
i, then

F (v, r) =
∑

segment
i








∑

protein
atom ak

j

PijVi(a
k
j ) −

∑

solvent
atom ak

Vi(a
k)







/Natoms, (5.17)

where Pij is the weight function in Eq. (5.15) and Natoms the number of
(non-hydrogen) atoms in the protein. To ensure proper behavior of the tube
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at the protein surface we have introduced solvent atoms into the model,
always weighted by −1. The objective function is normalized such that, for
a value of 1, the tube has all allowed atoms and no non-allowed or solvent
atoms inside.

A tube assigned to a protein structure is then a set of tube coordinates,
(v, r), providing a (local) solution to the non-linear optimization problem

max
(v,r)∈R(3+1)N

F (v, r) subject to C(v, r) ≥ 0, (5.18)

where F is the objective function and C the sets of constraints in Eq. (5.11).

Remark 5.8 For simplicity we do not take the overlap between atoms into
account, i.e. the objective function only sees one atom at a time. This
is of no major consequence since overlap regions are (almost) uniformly
distributed over the interior of the protein. However, it could have a small
effect in shifting the tube away from the surface of the protein.

Remark 5.9 It could be argued, that one should consider tubes for an en-
semble of solvent configurations. However, we are not yet in a position to
appreciate the finer details of the tube representations and the actual solvent
configuration should have no bearing on the results reported in Section IV.

Details on the intersection volume The intersection volume Vi(a
k
j ) in

Eq. (5.17) consists of two terms

Vi(a
k
j ) = V single

i (ak
j ) − V double

i (ak
j ), (5.19)

and is only an approximation of the true intersection volume. In the follow-
ing we provide a few details on this matter.

The true intersection volume between an atom and a tube segment is the
intersection of a sphere and a cone frustum with end-spheres. Unfortunately
even the simpler problem of a sphere-cylinder intersection volume has a
solution in terms of elliptical integrals [Lamarche 90] and an exact solution
in the present situation must be elaborate, perhaps even impossible, and
definitely numerically intractable. Instead, the true volume is approximated
by the volume of a sphere cut by the tangent plane of the tube segment
given by the vector along the shortest sphere-cone distance,

di(a
k
j ) = min

s∈[0,1]

{

‖ei(s) − ak
j‖ −Ri(s) − rk

j

}

. (5.20)

This is illustrated in Fig. 5.8 and how to determine di is explained in Section
II.2 of Chapter 4. The approximate intersection volume, normalized by the
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di(a
k
j )

ak
j

ri+1ri

vi+1
vi

Figure 5.8: Tube segment i and atom ak
j from Aj. The vector along the

shortest sphere-cone distance is perpendicular to both surfaces. The true
intersection volume is approximated by the volume of a sphere cut by the
tangent plane of the tube segment defined by the vector along the shortest
distance.

sphere volume, is then

V single
i (ak

j ) =







0,

d̃2
i (2 + d̃i)/4,

1 − (1 + d̃i)
2(2 − d̃i)/4,

1

for

for

for

for

0 ≤d̃i,

−1 <d̃i < 0,

−2 <d̃i ≤ −1,

d̃i ≤ −2,

(5.21)

where d̃i(a
k
j ) = di(a

k
j )/r

k
j .

The single segment volume Eq. (5.21) overestimate contributions from
atoms lying in the overlap regions between segments. To avoid this, the
doubly counted volume, V double

i (ak
j ), must be subtracted. In the present

approximation this volume has the form of a sphere cut by two planes.
The same intersection volume arises in a volume calculation of the all-atom
sphere representation (see [Edelsbrunner 05] and references therein). An
exact solution can be found in [Dodd 91].

IV Results

We now report on the results from a numerical solution of the tube-assignment
problem. Details on the implementation are given in Appendix A. An ex-
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Figure 5.9: Non-uniform tube assigned to the α−β CATH domain (1f60B0)
superimposed on the protein atoms.

ample of a non-uniform tube assigned to a protein is given in Fig. 5.9.

IV.1 Intersection volume and radius distribution in protein
tubes

We have looked at the intersection volumes and radius distributions of tubes
assigned to a set of 31 protein domains.6 The domains are all from differ-
ent homology classes in the CATH database [Orengo 97] and almost evenly
distributed amongst the mostly-α, mostly-β, and α− β classes [Levitt 76].

We have consider three version of a tube: A uniform tube of radius 2.25Å
and vertices at Cα coordinates (UT fixed), the uniform tube (UT) and the
non-uniform tube (NUT).

Intersection volume

To evaluate the quality of a tube model we split the objective function into
contributions from allowed and non-allowed protein atoms, and then solvent
atoms. The results are shown in Fig. 5.10 where we see that the volumes
are roughly identical across structures and classes.

Surprisingly the non-uniform tube is only slightly better at capturing the
correct intersection volume than the uniform tube - where design variables

6This is a very limited data set. The results in this sections should be read with this
in mind.
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Figure 5.10: Contributions to the objective function from allowed and non-
allowed protein atoms, and then solvent atoms. The values for three tube
models assigned to a set of 31 non-homologous protein domains are shown.
The models are: A uniform tube of radius 2.25Å and vertices at the Cα

coordinates (UT fixed), the uniform tube (UT) and the non-uniform tube
(NUT).

are vertex position and a single radius. The only significant difference lies
in the fraction of allowed atoms included.

Radius distribution

We have also looked at the radius distributions within the three structure
classes. The results are presented in Fig. 5.11 and Table 5.1. We see that,
within the set of non-uniform tube, the average radius - even the variations
- over the entire set of structures is almost identical to the values within
each class.

Class 〈ri〉NUT ± σ(ri)NUT 〈ri〉UT ± σ(ri)UT

Mostly-α 2.20 ± 0.43 2.20 ± 0.04
Mostly-β 2.26 ± 0.42 2.24 ± 0.02
α− β 2.25 ± 0.48 2.20 ± 0.04

Total 2.24 ± 0.46 2.21 ± 0.04

Table 5.1: Average radii in tubes assigned to 31 protein domains and sepa-
rated in terms of class. For non-uniform tubes the average is over segments
and structures, for uniform tubes only over structures.

Within the set of uniform tubes we find radii close to the average values
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Figure 5.11: Distributions of radii in non-uniform tubes assigned to 32 pro-
tein domains and separated into classes. A full red line gives the position
of 〈r〉 and hatched red lines a standard deviation on each side of this. The
increase in frequency of radii at 1Å is due to an absolute constraint on the
vertex radii, ri > 1Å.

for non-uniform tubes. The difference between the models then lies in the
radius variations within the non-uniform tubes, as seen by the standard
deviation σ(r)NUT ∼ 0.4. It should be kept in mind, that volume variations
are proportional to r3, so much is gained by a small variation in radius.
This is the reason for additional allowed atoms included by the non-uniform
tubes (see Fig. 5.10).

Remark 5.10 In the numerical implementation of Eq. (5.18) we have im-
posed a set of absolute constraints on the radii, namely {ri > 1Å}i=1,...N .
This is the reason for the increase in the frequency of radii around 1Å in
Fig. 5.11.

IV.2 Secondary structures in protein tubes

Walking along a non-uniform tube we gain geometrical information about
the protein environment by considering the radius variations. In other
words, by the transition to a non-uniform radius we have retained some
level of sequence information. This could possible be used to distinguish
semi-local structures such as α-helices and β-sheets.

To allow for a larger radius variation than observed in the previous sec-
tion, we use a locally smoothed version of the Cα-backbone. This is given
by substituting all Cα,i with the weighted average

Cnew
α,i =

Cα,i−2 + aCα,i−1 + bCα,i + aCα,i+1 + Cα,i+2

2 + 2a+ b
, (5.22)
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Figure 5.12: The consequences of a smoothed backbone (in blue) are much
more severe for helices (red) than sheets (green).

which, with the choice a = 2.4 and b = 2.1, minimize the curvature for
all the most frequent local structures found in proteins [Røgen 05]. An
example of a smoothed protein backbone is given in Fig. 5.12. We see that
the consequences are much more severe for helices than sheets. We now
briefly describe what consequences this has for the non-uniform tube.

Reforming of β-sheets

In Fig. 5.13 is shown the results of an optimization with initial vertices
given by Eq. (5.22). We see that the β-sheets are reformed, and this to
the extent, that the tube axis resembles the Cα-backbone of the crystal
structure (RMSD 1.9Å) more than the smoothed backbone from whence it
came (RMSD 2.4Å). This reforming of sheets is not too surprising given the
alternating position of the sidechains on opposite sides of a strand.

α-helix ”troubles”

It was hoped that barrel-like representations of helices would emerge from
the use of the smoothed backbone Eq. (5.22). Instead we found the struc-
tures seen Fig. 5.14. Here shorter helices are well represented by a short
sequence of fat tube segments, or blobs. Longer helices are apparently rep-
resented by a sequence of such blobs as seen in Fig. 5.14(b).

We thought that, by using DSSP [Kabsch 83] to assign secondary struc-
ture to residues and subsequently assign larger values of radii in helix regions,
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Figure 5.13: Reformation of β sheets in (1cqqA1). The initial tube (lower

insert) has a smoothed backbone as axis and a uniform radius of 1.9Å. All
structures are identically oriented.

(a) 3 short and relatively well-
formed helices in CATH domain
(1hh5A0).

(b) A longer helix in CATH domain
(1stu00) represented by two globu-
lar parts instead of a single barrel-
like segment.

Figure 5.14: A better choice of initial tube in the optimization, could possible
solve the problem.

would lead to the desired barrel structures. However, all values of the radii,
not blatantly violating the constraints (ri ≈ 2 − 3.5Å), give rise to similar
local tube structures. Again the reason is the sidechains. They make he-
lices considerably less barrel-like, and more like a sequence of blobs linked
by shorter thin segments responsible for the inter-blob orientation. This is
observed in Fig. 5.14(b).

Remark 5.11 A way of producing the desired barrel structures could be to
merge segments in helix regions. This would also remove a part of the short
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segments, a consequence of the projection of Cα coordinates onto the shorter
smoothed backbone, as seen in Fig. 5.12. This is a source of considerable
numerical instability.7

IV.3 Stability of tube axes

For a tube assigned to a protein, the position of tube segments depends on
the atoms in a whole neighborhood. Therefore, a tube axis is very robust
against perturbations of the protein structure. To see if this robustness
could be observed within a family of related structures, we have considered
a set structures from the transition state ensemble of the SH3 domain of
α-spectrin (1kb2, [Shaffer 02]).8
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Figure 5.15: Root mean square distance between the backbone of struc-
tures from the transition state ensemble and then the native structure. We
consider both the Cα-backbone, and the axes of the uniform (UT) and non-
uniform tube (NUT).

Fig. 5.15 shows the results of a pairwise comparison between each of

7Unfortunately SNOPT works with a fixed number of constraints. This is the principal
reason why segment merging has not been implemented.

8The structures were kindly made available to us by K. Lindorff-Larsen. The data
have previously been used to demonstrate that structures in the transition state ensemble
resemble the native structure, despite high structural variability [Lindorff-Larsen 04].
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the structures in the ensemble, and then the native state. This has been
done for the Cα-backbone, the axis of the uniform tube, and the axis of the
non-uniform tube. We see that tube axes display the a higher variability
(relative to the native structure), than the Cα backbone. The same pattern
is observed in a pairwise comparison between all structures.

In hindsight, the result may not be so surprising. The tubes axes reflect
sidechain positions, which are more prone to variations than the protein
backbone. In the ”looser” structures of the transition state, this is even
more so, which is observed in the larger variability amongst tube axes.

V Conclusion & future work

We have reported on the first formulation of a self-avoiding tube of non-
uniform radius. Contrary to the previous (uniform) tube models used for
protein studies [Banavar 00, Banavar 02, Banavar 03a, Hoang 04] the new
formulation maintains its promised radius across a tube segment. The self-
avoiding tube is defined by constraints imposed on individual tube segments:

• Stiffness is introduced in the form of an upper bound on turning angles.

• The shape is preserved by preventing self-intersections. This is done
using the solution to the cone-cone distance problem in Chapter 4.

In a uniform tube, local properties have global implications via the ra-
dius. This local-global aspect is not present in the non-uniform tube. Here,
local events only directly affect their immediate environment. This again
implies, that more information is needed to determine appropriate values
for the additional radial degrees of freedom.

The local-global aspect has disappeared but we have gained the ability
to retain local information. Precisely in the context of proteins, this is a
large conceptual improvement over the uniform tube. We have used protein
atoms to provide the required information. In this way we assign tubes to
protein structures by maximizing the tube-protein intersection volume. In
this case, the non-uniform tube retains some measure of geometric sequence
information.

To examine this property, we have looked at intersection volumes and
radius distributions in uniform and non-uniform tubes assigned to a set of
31 non-homologous protein domains. We found a remarkable agreement
between radii of uniform tubes and then the average radii of non-uniform
tubes; both within individual structures and within classes based on sec-
ondary structure content [Levitt 76]. The difference between the two tube
models then lies in the radius variation within a structure. This enables the
non-uniform tube pack closer and thus include more of the correct protein
atoms.
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Future applications

It would be interesting to explore the connection between the active distance
constraints in a protein tube, and then a biological measure of contact, for
example as given by Φ-value analysis.9 The connection is plausible because
the set of contacts formed in the transition state closely resembles the set
of native contacts [Lindorff-Larsen 04]. With a connection established, we
would be able to gain information about the transition state by looking at
tubes assigned to the native structure.

Another interesting perspective is to implement a simple attractive con-
tact potential along the lines of [Banavar 00, Banavar 02]. Working on the
level of secondary structure, or even larger structures, we could determine
if the addition of geometric sequence information influences the folding pat-
terns.

On the mathematical side, we would like to extend the discrete radius
of curvature for uniform tubes, given in [Rawdon 00], to the case of linearly
varying radius. This would involve the ideal maximal turning angles, used
to model stiffness in the non-uniform tube, and then the generating curve
of a maximally bend smooth tube. In Chapter 3 we demonstrated that the
shape of this curve is a logarithmic spiral. The question is then, how tube
segments can be used to approximate the smooth tube.

9In Φ-value analysis the effect of point mutations throughout a protein is evaluated
in terms of changes in the free energy differences between the unfolded and native state
[Matouschek 89].
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A Numerical implementation

To solve the nonlinear tube-assignment problem

max
(v,r)∈R(3+1)N

F (v, r) subject to C(v, r) ≥ 0,

we use the commercial software SNOPT 7.0 written for large-scale linear
and non-linear optimization problems [Gill 06]. The objective function and
constraints, together with the gradients with respect to the tube coordi-
nates, ∇(v,r)F and ∇(v,r)C, has been implemented in MATLAB. To gen-
erate solvent coordinates around the crystal structure we used Solvate 1.0
[Grubmüller 96].

Initial condition

For the gradient based method used by SNOPT a good choice of initial
condition is crucial to ensure proper convergence. A good starting point is
provided by the Cα coordinates. To have an automatic and fast radius as-
signment we use the maximum radius satisfying the constraints on a uniform
tube. This value is severely restricted at turns but it is better to start with a
small radius than too large. In the latter case a host of constraints becomes
activate which cause a significant slowing down of SNOPT.10 Results from
a few runs with a different radius assignment scheme are reported in Section
IV.2.

Computational complexity

The number of angle constraints is linear in the number of vertices N .
Näıvely checking for self-intersections between pairs of cone segments is
O(N2) and the most costly part of the algorithm.11 As a crude but effi-
cient way to lower the number of self-intersection checks we only consider
segments within a distance of ∼ 20Å of each other in the starting tube. This
works because we are able to provide a good starting point.

Assigning a non-uniform tube to a protein is a computationally and takes
∼ 8h on a standard laptop computer. A typical small protein has around 125
residues which gives 600 tube coordinates and around 1000 atoms. Solvating
the crystal structure introduces a further ∼ 6− 7 times this number atoms.
For both sets of atoms, the number of atom-segment distance computations
can be reduced significantly by only considering atoms within a distance

10At each major iteration SNOPT divides the set of constraints into active and inactive
constraints.

11Checking for self-intersections is also the limiting step in the algorithms used to tighten
ideal knots and ways of lowering the number has received some attention in the literature
[Ashton 05].
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R0 of a segment in the starting tube. We have, somewhat arbitrarily, used
R0 ∼ 12Å,

The size of the proteins we can consider is limited by memory capacity,
which in our case is equivalent to ∼ 100 residues. This number could most
likely be significantly increased by a better filtering of atoms and constraints.
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Chapter 6

Flexibility and
conformational change in

proteins

The present chapter was initially motivated by a question posed in [Petrone 06]:
Can conformational change be described by only a few normal modes? Their
answer was, that for the four proteins considered ’... the first 20 modes
only contribute 50% or less of the total conformational change...’. Per-
haps this would change if the model was restricted to the degrees of free-
dom most relevant at low energies, namely, dihedral angles? To attempt
an answer, we have implemented an all-atom model in dihedral angle co-
ordinates, thus ”freezing” the stretching and angle bending modes of the
covalent bonds. We follow the elegant formulation of Gō and coworkers
[Noguti 83b, Abe 84, Sunada 95] and use the single-parameter harmonic po-
tential introduced in [Tirion 96].

We first examine if a few dihedral normal modes are sufficient to repre-
sent the observed conformational differences in the set of proteins used by
[Petrone 06]. We then proceed to consider the stereochemical properties of
protein structures as they undergo deformations along normal mode vectors.
In both cases we compare with results obtained by normal mode analysis in
Cartesian coordinates.

Finally, the chapter is a basic introduction to the general theory of nor-
mal mode analysis in a biological context. Special attention is given to the
formulation in dihedral angles.

In Section I we survey the literature on normal mode analysis in biology
and introduce some terminology. We address some general concerns about
the model and give an overview of some applications. In Section II we see
how, imposing the so-called Eckart-Sayvetz conditions, can decouple the
rotation and translation from the vibrational motion (in the limit of small
vibrations). In Section III & IV we present the energy terms for normal mode
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analysis in dihedral angles and proceed to solve the equations of motion. In
Section V we introduce a new method for finding the best approximation to
a conformational difference in a span of non-linear motion. The results of
our investigations concerning dihedral angle NMA are presented in Section
VI. Finally we end with a discussion and a look to the future in Section
VII.

I Introduction

The function of proteins are often chemical in nature and for the chemical re-
actions to take place, the components involved must be close in space(-time).
An efficient way of inhibiting function is then a separation of the compo-
nents. This is indeed what is observed, conformational changes and flexi-
bility are intimately linked to functionality [Frauenfelder 91, Benkovic 03].
Thus the life of a protein - and of biological macromolecules in general - is
inherently dynamic, a fact already appreciated more than two decades ago
[Petsko 83].

The energy-landscape of a protein is extremely complex and a model
always involves some level of coarse-graining, either structural, energetic, or
both. Even the elaborate semi-empirical potentials presented in Section III
of Chapter 2 are vast simplifications compared to the ”true” interactions
in a protein in vivo. However, the computational work of the last two
decades show that averaging over some of the many details can lead to
useful biological insight.

The structural hierarchy of proteins (see Section II of Chapter 2) suggests
that thermal fluctuations, and other low-energy excitations, can take the
form of a coherent motion involving many atoms.1 Normal mode analysis
is an extreme version of energetic coarse-graining ideally suited for studying
low-energy collective motions in proteins. Here, the (pairwise) interactions
are mediated by springs and we forget about the solvent. It is a purely
mechanical model, that represents the protein as a set of connected point
masses. The properties of the system then depend on the spatial distribution
of the masses and the way in which they are connected.

In the following sections we review a small part of what this mechani-
cal description of the protein can provide in terms of dynamical and time-
averaged information.

I.1 Vibrations and collective motion in molecules

The extreme case of collective motion is the rigid body in which point masses
are situated at fixed relative distances and the dynamics given by the motion

1That low-energy perturbations of a system lead to collective motion is observed in
many physical systems, e.g. in many-particle systems as phonons (vibrations) or polarons

(charge displacements) [Mahan 00].
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of the center of mass and the axes of inertia [Landau 88]. In this case the
particles obviously move collectively but what if the particles start vibrating
slightly? Is the motion still coherent?

Normal mode, or harmonic, analysis (NMA) provides an answer to this
question in the form of an analytical solution to the (classical) equations
of motion in the limit of (very) small (frictionless) vibrations. It assumes
that the potential energy , V , can be approximated by a quadratic function
of some set of generalized coordinates q = (q1, . . . , qN ) in the vicinity of a
stable equilibrium q0, in other words

V (q) = (q− q0)T∇2V
∣
∣
q=q0(q − q0). (6.1)

I.2 Normal mode analysis in biology

Normal mode analysis was largely developed by the spectroscopy community
where it is routinely used to back-calculate physical parameters, e.g. force
constants, from vibrational spectra obtained by Raman or infrared spec-
troscopy [Califano 76]. The generic system is therefore a molecule at finite
temperature where the atoms vibrate around a stable equilibrium configu-
ration which then serves as ”rigid body” of the previous section.

NMA was first applied to proteins in the 1980’s by the groups of Gō
[Gō 83], Karplus [Brooks 83], and Levitt [Levitt 85].2 In order to obtain
a minimum energy configuration they all performed a regularization of the
crystal structure using semi-empirical energy potentials (see Section III) and
it was observed that the new structure often deviated considerably from
the initial crystal structure. This seemingly important energy minimization
comes at a considerable computational cost which increases with the level
of detail desired [Wako 04].

It therefore attracted considerable attention when it was shown in [Tirion 96]
that a simple single-parameter potential

V =
K

2

∑

α<β

(
‖rα − rβ‖ − ‖r0

α − r0
β‖
)2
, (6.2)

was able to qualitatively reproduce the spectrum of atomic fluctuations for
a number of well-known protein structures. Here K is a universal spring
constant and the sum runs over atoms less than a distance Ccut-off ∼ 8Å
apart. Models using phenomenological potentials such as Eq. (6.2) have
since become known as elastic network models (ENM) [Bahar 05]. Often
they are combined with some sort of structural coarse-graining, e.g. using
only Cα atoms [Bahar 97] or collecting atoms into rotational-translational
blocks [Durand 94].

2[Gō 83] and [Levitt 85] both used dihedral angles as generalized coordinates.
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Remark 6.1 The Tirion potential Eq. (6.2) involving only Cα atoms is
sometimes called an anisotropic network model (ANM) while

V =
K

2

∑

α

∥
∥rα − r0

α

∥
∥

2
,

is the Gaussian network model (GNM) introduced in [Bahar 97].
A related method is to use principal component analysis of the second mo-

ment matrix of coordinate fluctuations obtained from a molecular dynamics
trajectory. This it then used to calculate force constants which then serve
as input to a quadratic approximation of the full semi-empirical potential.
This approach is the quasi-harmonic approximation [Levy 84].

The advent of elastic network models has made large-scale computations
of normal modes possible in mainly two directions [Bahar 05]

(i) Larger structures [Tama 06]. Using a hierarchy of coarse-graining tech-
niques [Doruker 04, Gohlke 06] and then applied to large biomolecules
such as the functional parts of the ribosomes [Tama 03b].

(ii) More structures. Several groups have developed publicly accessible
databases. They come in many flavors such as using an all-atom
model with a semi-empirical potential and dihedral angle coordinates
[Wako 04] or only Cα atoms [Hollup 05]. Others focus on function
[Yang 05] or on classifying the observed motions [Flores 06].

Implementing NMA on a computer is fairly easy and much less CPU-
demanding than the other principal sources of dynamical information: Molec-
ular dynamics (MD) and Monte Carlo simulations (MC). Within the har-
monic approximation NMA provides exact information about time-averaged
properties of the system and the ability to study large conformational changes
typically occurring on long time-scales (> 1µs). In this way it complements
the aforementioned methods where sampling on time-scales > 10 − 100ns
for larger systems becomes a problem and MD is still only done for care-
fully selected structures [Karplus 02, Snow 05]. For these reasons NMA has
become a standard tool in the interpretation and application of the huge
amount of structural data obtained by X-ray crystallography, nuclear mag-
netic resonance (NMR), or cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM).

Applications of normal mode analysis

Structural flexibility A main application of normal mode analysis has
been to identify flexible domains [Hinsen 98] and motions related to func-
tion [Bahar 05]. Specific examples are (the hinge-bending of) lysozyme
[Levitt 85, Brooks 85, Horiuchi 91], (the inter-domain motions of) GroEL
[Ma 98, Ma 00], the retinol-binding protein [Atilgan 01], (functional parts
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of) the ribosome [Tama 03b], F1ATPase [Cui 04], and potassium channels
[Shrivastava 06] to name but a few. The general observation has been, that
a single or a few low-frequency mode(s) is(are) sufficient and a similar con-
clusion is reached using eigenmodes to construct a linear map between con-
figurations of the same protein [Tama 01].

Important subspace With the gross simplifications involved in elastic
network models - and to some extent this applies to NMA with realistic
potentials - it makes little sense to see the eigenvalues as providing quanti-
tative information about the vibrational frequencies of the protein. Many
authors instead use the eigenmodes to determine if the protein dynamics
or conformational changes are contained in a low-dimensional part of the
configuration space [Horiuchi 91, van Vlijmen 99, Tama 01, Petrone 06]. In
this case the eigenvalues simply impose an ordering of the normal modes.

Several studies compare the important subspace spanned by a small num-
ber of low-frequency normal modes with the same subspace based on data
from molecular dynamic trajectories. In the latter approach vibrational
modes are found, either by the quasi-harmonic approximation [Horiuchi 91,
Kitao 91] or by essential dynamics [Amadei 93] which use a principal com-
ponent analysis of the covariance matrix of atomic fluctuations to obtain
force constants [van Aalten 97, Rueda 07].3 The studies indicate that there
is not a one-to-one correspondence between NMA modes and the modes of
the quasi-harmonic approximation but there is an overlap on the level of sub-
spaces spanned by the 5-10 lowest frequency modes [Kitao 91, Hayward 94,
van Aalten 97, Rueda 07].

Structure refinement The idea of a dynamically important subspace
has been successfully applied in several refinement schemes where it is used
restrict the search space. Examples are refinement based on data from
X-ray structures [Kidera 90, Kidera 92, Delarue 04] or cryo-electron mi-
croscopy [Tama 03a, Hinsen 05], the calculation of NMR order parameters
[Sunada 96], and applied to protein-docking by refining the energy at the
protein-ligand interface [Lindahl 05].

Normal modes and evolution Identifying a sparse network of evolution-
ary conserved residues involved in allosteric4 signalling/regulation [Lockless 99,
Süel 03], Zheng and coworkers find that the functionally relevant low-frequency
modes are the most robust against sequence variations [Zheng 06]. They use
this to explain the conservation of motions related to function despite large
variations in sequence.

3The terminology important subspace to denote the subspace in which large-scale con-
formational changes take place was introduced by Gō et al [Hayward 95]. Amadei et al

instead use essential subspace [Amadei 93].
4From Greek allos other and steric shape/three dimensional.
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Corroborating evidence for the ”mode conservation” is given in [Qian 04].
Here quasi-harmonic modes of a family of homologous proteins are used to
define evolutionarily favored sampling directions which are then successfully
used in an energy refinement scheme.

Remark 6.2 Basically normal modes are just another set of coordinates
and as such, the full set can be used to describe any change in Cartesian co-
ordinates, which then just amounts to a change of basis. NMA is only useful
if a few eigenmodes are sufficient to model the conformational changes we
are interested and, as indicated above, all applications require this. Whether
or not this is the typical situation is therefore a pertinent question, one that
we return to in the following sections.

Normal mode analysis: (Why) does it make sense to use it?

There are numerous reasons why a quadratic potential in vacuo using a crys-
tal structure as equilibrium configuration would not provide any biologically
relevant information about a protein. Nevertheless, the large body of work
appearing since the early 80’s indicate that it does but we should be aware
of its limitations and careful when interpreting the results.

Unfolded

Native

kBT

kBT

Figure 6.1: Already in a simple two-state model of protein folding the pro-
tein energy landscape is obviously not globally harmonic. Here we mostly
consider conformational variations in the structure of the native protein but
even in this local setting the valleys are not harmonic. Finally, a further
host of substates is introduced due to viscous effects. See text for details.

We now address the most pertinent questions concerning the biologi-
cal/physical relevance of the model.
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Energy landscape with multiple minima For small molecules at room
temperature a quadratic approximation of the potential energy is quite
reasonable but it is not obvious why it should hold for biological macro-
molecules. The harmonic energy landscape in Eq. (6.1) is a very strong
assumption and far from correct, even in vacuum, as both experimental
[Nevo 06] and computational [Noguti 82, Elber 87, Frauenfelder 91] work
demonstrate.

The energy landscape of a native protein is rugged, with a multitude of
nearly iso-energetic conformational substates thermally accessible at room
temperature. This is illustrated in Fig. 6.1. The multiple minima are related
to structural changes such as the secondary structure movements observed
in myosin which are accompanied by side chain rearrangements (to preserve
compactness of the core) [Elber 87], or more generally, local deformations
of the backbone [Gō 89] and changes in rotamer states [Kitao 98].

Nevertheless, computational studies indicate that the important sub-
space spanned by low-frequency modes is largely conserved as the pro-
tein moves between conformational substates [Hayward 94, van Vlijmen 99].
The expected anharmonic motion, involving large parts of the protein back-
bone, then takes place within this subspace [Kitao 98, Kitao 99].

NMA in vacuum Solvent leads to viscous effects such as protein-water
collision and hydrogen bonding between water molecules and atoms on the
surface of the protein. Both effects introduce a further host of conforma-
tional substates (see previous paragraph and Fig. 6.1).

By introducing diffusion into an effective harmonic potential it has been
possible to reproduce experimental observables in several cases5: The time-
dependent neutron scattering function based on data from a C-phycocyanin
dimer by including Brownian motion [Hinsen 00], or the spectral densities for
melittin, bpti, and lysozyme using Langevin modes [Kitao 91, Hayward 93,
Kitao 98] as introduced in [Lamm 86]. The picture that emerges is the
following

• The envelope of minima with solvent-induced substates is well ap-
proximated by the corresponding normal mode (vacuum) potential
[Kitao 91, Hinsen 00].

• The conformational substates are nearly harmonic and almost identical
[Nishikawa 87, Kitao 98, van Vlijmen 99].

• Protein conformational dynamics can be understood as a superposition
of intra-minimum vibrational motion, typically governed by a ”small”
set of (vacuum) normal modes on a short time-scale, and long term
inter-minima diffusive motion [Kitao 91, Kitao 98, Hinsen 00].

5The intra-minima conformational substates introduced by the presence of solvent act
as an effective friction force on longer time-scales [Hinsen 00].
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The important subspaces found in the solvent and in the vacuum model
thus appear to be largely identical [Hayward 95].

The protein crystal’s effect on collective motion Some proteins
are much affected by the crystal environment and lose their functionality,
e.g. hemoglobin where the cooperative nature of oxygen binding is lost
[Mozzarelli 91] or the loss of flexibility in the central helix of calmodulin
[Ikura 92]. Furthermore regularization of the crystal structure found in the
Protein DataBank [Berman 03] often leads to considerable RMSD indicat-
ing that it is not the in vivo (or vitro) equilibrium configuration [Wako 04].6

On the other hand, many proteins do retain functionality in a crystal and
in some applications, such as refinement from X-ray data, it is not even an
issue. The documented exploits of the Tirion potential makes the crystal
structure a suitable choice of equilibrium configuration. It provides an au-
tomatic assignment of equilibrium structure and at the same time removes
the most CPU-demanding part of traditional normal mode analysis.

II Separating internal and external degrees of free-
dom

To study the intrinsic properties of a protein the underlying model must
be formulated in terms of internal coordinates. In other words, the external
degrees of freedom in the form of global translation and rotation of the entire
structure, think of a molecule suspended in solution, must be removed from
the description.

Typically internal coordinates in molecules are separated into the bond
stretching, bond bending, and dihedral (or torsion) angles shown in Fig. 6.2.
For a nonlinear chain molecule consisting of N atoms this amounts to

(N − 3)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Dihedral angles

+ (N − 2)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Bond bending

+ (N − 1)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Bond stretching

= 3N − 6, (6.3)

internal degrees of freedom. This is precisely the number of Cartesian coor-
dinates necessary to specify the position of the N atoms, minus the 6 used
to define a global rigid body transformation of the structure.

Introducing the moving coordinate system

In a rigid body the principal axes of the inertia tensor can be used to define a
moving coordinate system that separate translational and rotational terms in

6In [Wako 04] is reported the following RMSD between regularized structures and
crystal structures in the Protein DataBank
% of structures 60 25 15

r.m.s.d (Å) <2 2-4 >4
.
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l1
θ1

θ2

r1 r3

r5

r4

r2

φ1

φ2

φ3
l2

l3

l4

Internal coordinates: 4 + 3 + 2 = 9

Euclidean coordinates - rotation and translation: 3 · 5 − 6 = 9

Figure 6.2: A typical separation of internal coordinates into bond stretching
{li}, bond bending {φj}, and dihedral (or torsion) angles {θk} defined by
2,3 and 4 consecutive atoms respectively. The number of internal degrees of
freedom is equal to the number of Cartesian coordinates necessary to specify
the position of N atoms, minus the 6 defining a rigid body transformation
the entire molecule.

the kinetic energy [Landau 88]. Alas, vibrations couple to both translation
and rotation and it is not obvious that a similar set of coordinates can be
defined in the presence of vibrations. In fact, it is not possible in general,
but for a system performing small oscillations about a stable equilibrium
a set of coordinates do exist [Eckart 35, Sayvetz 39]. The situation can be
seen as an expansion in the displacement vector

ηα = rα − r0
α, α = 1, . . . , N, (6.4)

around the rigid body problem. Here r0
α and rα is the equilibrium and

instantaneous position, respectively, of the α’th atom.
We take the center of mass of the molecule in equilibrium

Y0 =

∑

αmαr
0
α

∑

αmα
, (6.5)

to be the center of our fixed-space (inertial) coordinate system. The moving
coordinate system is given by a set of (positive) orthonormal basis vectors,
{εi}i=1,2,3, situated at Y, the center of mass of the vibrating molecule, and
oriented by the three Euler angles. This is illustrated in Fig. 6.3.

Specification of instantaneous position of the moving coordinate system
requires 6 scalar relations amongst the 3N coordinates. What is left are the
3N − 6 internal coordinates as mentioned above. We take the 6 relations
to be the so-called first and second Eckart-Sayvetz conditions presented in
Section II.1-II.1. These are relations that define a molecule-fixed coordinate
system, minimizing the coupling between rotational and vibrational degrees
of freedom, and completely separating them in the limit of infinitesimal
vibrations [Eckart 35, Sayvetz 39].
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Moving frame

Inertial frame

R

ω

rα

Y

Y0

ε2

ε3

ε1

Figure 6.3: Instantaneous configuration of the coordinate system, attached
to and moving with the molecule, relative to its inertial frame. {εi} is a set
of orthonormal basis vectors defining the moving coordinate system, ω is
the instantaneous angular velocity. Y is the center of mass of the molecule,
r0
α and rα the equilibrium position and instantaneous position of the α’th

atom respectively.

II.1 Total kinetic energy

Given that no external forces are acting on the molecule, the potential energy
depends only on internal coordinates. A separation of internal and external
coordinates is therefore only necessary for the kinetic energy. On most points
our exposition follows that of [Califano 76].

Let ω be the instantaneous angular velocity of the moving coordinate
system. With rα =

∑

i ciεi we have, in the fixed-space coordinate system,

drα

dt
=

3∑

i=1

(
dciα
dt

εi + ciα
dεi

dt

)

=
3∑

i=1

dciα
dt

εi + ω × rα, (6.6)

explicitly showing the two contributions to the velocity. The first is from the
motion of the atom relative to the moving coordinate system, the second
from the rotation of the moving coordinate system. With Eq. (6.6) the
total velocity of the α’th atom in the fixed-space coordinate system can be
written

Vα =
d(R + rα)

dt
=

3∑

i=1

(
dCi

dt
ei +

dciα
dt

εi

)

+ ω × rα

≡ Ṙ + ṙα + ω × rα,

(6.7)

where a dot represents the time-derivative in the appropriate coordinate
system, i.e. fixed-space for R =

∑

iC
iei and moving for rα. The total
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kinetic energy in the inertial system is then

2T̃ =
∑

α

mα (Vα · Vα)

=
(∑

α

mα

)

‖Ṙ‖2 +
∑

α

mα‖ṙα‖2 +
∑

α

mα‖ω × rα‖2

+ 2Ṙ ·
(∑

α

mαṙα

)

+ 2Ṙ ·
(

ω ×
∑

α

mαrα

)

+ 2
∑

α

mα

(

ω × rα

)

· ṙα.

(6.8)

The first three terms are the translational, vibrational energy, and rota-
tional energy respectively. The remaining terms are the vibro-translational,
rotranslational, and rovibrational coupling energy respectively.

We are now in a position where we can introduce the Eckart-Sayvetz
conditions. Each condition comes in two flavors: The conservation law itself
and its time derivative.

Remark 6.3 With a dotted variable denoting a time derivative in the ap-
propriate coordinate system we have, using Eq. (6.4),

ṙα =

(
drα

dt

)

moving

=

(
d(r0

α + ηα)

dt

)

moving

=

(
dηα

dt

)

moving

= η̇α. (6.9)

The first Eckart-Sayvetz condition

Translation of the molecule has no effect on either rotations or vibrations.
By requiring that the center of mass should be held fixed

∑

α

mαrα ≡ 0, (6.10)

the coupling terms of Eq. (6.8) that involve translational degrees of freedom,
i.e. Ṙ, vanish. This is most clearly seen by taking the derivative of Eq.
(6.10) with respect to time (in the inertial frame)

0 =
d

dt

∑

α

mαrα =
∑

α

mα(ṙα + ω × rα)

=
∑

α

mαṙα + ω ×
∑

α

mαrα =
∑

α

mαṙα.
(6.11)

Eq. (6.10) and Eq. (6.11) constitute the first Eckart-Sayvetz condition which
ensures that there is no linear momentum from the molecular vibrations
[Califano 76]. Together they cancel the vibro-translational and rotransla-
tional coupling terms in the total kinetic energy.

Remark 6.4 The first Eckart-Sayvetz condition is exact. Nowhere have we
used that the displacement η is small.
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Second Eckart-Sayvetz condition

As mentioned in Section II, rotational and vibrational degrees of freedom
cannot be separated in general, but with

∑

α

mαr0
α × rα =

∑

α

mαr
0
α × (r0

α + ηα) =
∑

α

mαr
0
α × ηα ≡ 0, (6.12)

the coupling is minimized and vanish in the limit of infinitesimal (or linear)
displacements ηα. Differentiation of Eq. (6.12) with respect to time and
using Eq. (6.9) gives

0 =
d

dt

∑

α

mαr
0
α × rα =

∑

α

mαr
0
α × ṙα =

∑

α

mαr0
α × η̇α. (6.13)

Together Eq. (6.12) and Eq. (6.13) constitute the second Eckart-Sayvetz
condition which ensures that, to zeroth order in η, the angular momentum
in the moving frame due to molecular vibrations vanish [Califano 76].

Coriolis energy Using Eq. (6.9) and Eq. (6.13) the rovibrational cou-
pling energy in Eq. (6.8) reduces to

∑

α

mα(ω×ṙα)·rα = ω·
∑

α

mαη̇α×(r0
α+ηα) = ω·

(∑

α

mαη̇α×ηα

)

, (6.14)

and what remains is the so-called Coriolis energy for motion in a rotating
coordinate system. With both the angular velocity ω, and the displacements
ηα, being small compared to the vibrational velocities η̇, the rovibrational
coupling can safely be disregarded in a system with small vibrations.

Equivalent formulation of the Eckart-Sayvetz conditions Imposing
the conditions Eq. (6.10) and Eq. (6.12) is equivalent to applying a rigid
body transformation to {rα} that minimize the weighted least-squares sum

∑

α

mα

∥
∥rα − r0

α

∥
∥

2
for

∥
∥rα − r0

α

∥
∥→ 0. (6.15)

This equivalence is mentioned in [Noguti 83b] and based on [McLachlan 79]
but was already demonstrated in [Jørgensen 78].

With the Eckart-Sayvetz conditions we have a molecule-fixed coordinate
system where, whenever vibrations result in a translation or rotation of
the molecule, the axes reorient themselves so as to eliminate this part of the
motion in the best way possible (optimal in the sense defined in the previous
sections).
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Table 6.1: Characteristic vibra-
tional frequencies in biomolecules
([Schlick 02],p.230). Data are derived
from vibrational spectra of alkane
molecules.

Vibrational mode Frequency [cm−1]

Bond stretching1 1000-1800
Bond bending1 500-600
Dihedral angles1,2 300-600
1 No modes involve hydrogen or sulfide atoms
2 Only single bonds considered

III Normal mode analysis in dihedral angles

There is no consensus in the literature as to the number of normal modes
required to capture the large-amplitude changes in flexible proteins. So a
few can mean:

• 1− 10 mode(s) are sufficient to represent the bulk of observed confor-
mational variations [Brooks 83, Levitt 85, Tama 01, Cui 04].

• > 100 modes must be used to represent the important subspace of
motions potentially involved in function [Hayward 95, Petrone 06].

The structural refinement schemes in [Kidera 90, Kidera 92] use > 100
modes whereas [Delarue 04, Lindahl 05] find 5 − 15 to be sufficient. Not
surprisingly, the number of modes depends on the protein and application
in question. However, it is always significantly smaller than the total number
of degrees of freedom in the system.

Independent of the above considerations, there is an obvious way of
lowering the number of required modes. Namely, by an appropriate choice
of coordinates. In Table 6.1 are listed characteristic vibrational frequencies
for the typical degrees of freedom in a biomolecule (see Fig. 6.2). We see,
that the dihedral angles, defined in Fig. 6.4, in are the prime movers in the
low-energy dynamics.

In the Cartesian coordinate formulation of NMA atoms vibrate freely,
irrespective of the underlying (covalent) bond structure. It thus includes
variations in bond angles and lengths, typically negligible at low-frequencies.
In therefore makes makes sense to formulate NMA in dihedral angles.

Remark 6.5 In the semi-empirical potentials (see Section III of Chapter
2 and Eq. (6.47)) the different force constants ensure a weighting of the
various degrees of freedom. This is not the case in Elastic Network Models,
such as Eq. (6.2), using a single-parameter. One might therefore suspect a
dihedral angle formulation to be even more relevant in this context.
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Figure 6.4: In general a dihedral angle, of magnitude θa, is defined by four
consecutive atoms r1, . . . , r4. The bond vector ea is a unit vector along
the bond separating the dihedral planes. Here is shown the dihedral angle
structure of the amino acid arginine with θa corresponding to χ2. Hydrogen
atoms are left out for simplicity.

Normal mode analysis in dihedral angles has several advantages. On av-
erage it reduces the number of degrees of freedom by a factor of 8 [Kitao 94].
Furthermore, as we will see in Section VI.3, it has the very nice property
of preserving the stereochemistry of the protein significantly better than its
Cartesian cousin. The implementation is somewhat more elaborate than
its Cartesian equivalent but all technical aspects has been worked out in a
series of articles by Gō and coworkers [Noguti 83a, Abe 84, Sunada 95].

We can now give a more concise formulation of our attempt to answer
the question initially posed: Can conformational change be described by
only a few normal modes?

• First of all, it depends on the application.

• Second, it depends on the protein which was as also found in [Petrone 06].
Normal mode analysis is not well-suited to study localized conforma-
tional changes.

• Third, the model should use the appropriate degrees of freedom in
terms of coordinates and level of coarse-graining.

[Petrone 06] use Cartesian normal modes, based on the Tirion poten-
tial Eq. (6.2) and using the rotational-translational block formulation of
[Durand 94], to map between open and closed configurations of four pro-
teins (See Section VI.1). They find in all four cases, that the first 20 normal
modes contribute less than 50% to the observed conformational changes.
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Here we reproduce their study in dihedral angles to see if this, seemingle
more suitable choice of coordinates, will yield better results.

To the best of our knowledge we report on the first implementation
of a Tirion potential in dihedral coordinates. To evaluate our result in
the more familiar Cartesian coordinate space (CCS), and to compare with
the standard formulation in mass-weighted Cartesian coordinates, we have
also implemented the expansion of Cartesian coordinates to second order in
dihedral angles presented in [Sunada 95].

III.1 Kinetic energy in dihedral angles

Now consider a molecular system at energies characteristic for small vibra-
tions such that Coriolis term in Eq. (6.14) can safely be disregarded. In
this case the Eckart-Sayvetz conditions define a molecule-fixed coordinate
system that separates the (internal) vibrational degrees of freedom from
the (external) translational and rotational degrees of freedom. The internal
kinetic energy in the molecule-fixed coordinate system is then given by

T =
1

2

∑

α

mα‖ṙα‖2, (6.16)

where the sum runs over atoms in the molecule.
From hereon, we restrict ourselves to dihedral angles, θ1, . . . , θM , and

small displacements of the form

θa = θ0
a + ∆θa, a = 1, . . . ,M. (6.17)

In this case Eq. (6.16) takes the form

T =
1

2

∑

α

mα (ṙα · ṙα) =
1

2

∑

a,b

(
∑

α

mα
∂rα

∂θa
· ∂rα

∂θb

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ha,b

∆θ̇a∆θ̇b, (6.18)

where we have used the dihedral angle equivalent of Eq. (6.9)

θ̇a =
d(θa − θ0

a)

dt
= ∆θ̇a, (6.19)

to obtain a kinetic energy in terms of dihedral angle displacements.

Cartesian displacements in terms of dihedral angles

Typically the kinetic energy matrix H, defined in Eq. (6.18), is determined
either: (i) analytically, using the so-called Wilson s-vector method, where
the Eckart-Sayvetz coordinate system is constructed explicitly [Wilson Jr. 55];
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or (ii) numerically, by minimizing Eq. (6.15) [Levitt 85].7 With the formu-
lation in dihedral angles we do neither, and instead implement the elegant
approach presented [Noguti 83a, Sunada 95]. Here the Eckart-Sayvetz con-
ditions are used to find the appropriate translation and rotation

∆rα = ∆T

∣
∣
∣
∣
rα=r0

α

+ Ω

∣
∣
∣
∣
rα=r0

α

× rα + O(∆θ3), (6.20)

minimizing Eq. (6.15). This is subsequently used, not only determine an
expression for ∂rα/∂θa (and hence H), but also to convert dihedral eigen-
vectors into Cartesian coordinates. This is done by a second order Taylor
expansion in ∆θ around the equilibrium structure,

rα{θ0 + ∆θ} =r0
α +

∑

a

∂rα

∂θa

∣
∣
∣
∣
rα=r0

α

∆θa +
1

2

∑

a,b

∂2rα

∂θa∂θb

∣
∣
∣
∣
rα=r0

α

∆θa∆θb + O(∆θ3)

≈r0
α + (K∆θ)α +

1

2
(∆θTL∆θ)α

(6.21)

where

(K)ia =
∂(rα)k
∂θa

∣
∣
∣
∣
rα=r0

α

, (L)iab =
∂2(rα)k
∂θa∂θb

∣
∣
∣
∣
rα=r0

α

,

i = 3(α− 1) + k, k = 1, 2, 3

(6.22)

is a (3N ×M)-matrix and a (3N ×M ×M)-tensor respectively. We return
to this in Section IV when we solve the classical equations of motions.

Remark 6.6 [Sunada 95] mentions, that using

T =
1

2

∑

a,b

(
∑

α

mα
∂rα

∂θa

∣
∣
∣
∣
rα=r0

α

· ∂rα

∂θb

∣
∣
∣
∣
rα=r0

α

)

∆θ̇a∆θ̇b,

with rα is expanded to first order in ∆θ, is inconsistent with the use of Eq.
(6.21). However, they show numerically that it is still an improvement over
a purely first order implementation [Sunada 95].

Remark 6.7 The expressions for ∆Tα and ωα in Eq. (6.20) are somewhat
involved and are not presented here. Instead we refer the interested reader
to [Noguti 83b, Sunada 95].

7For example by singular value decomposition, as described in [Koehl 06].
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III.2 The Tirion potential

Following [Tirion 96] we consider the single-parameter quadratic potential

V =
K

2

∑

α<β

(
‖rα − rβ‖ − ‖r0

α − r0
β‖
)2
. (6.23)

Here r0
α and r0

β are the coordinates of the α’th and β’th atom in the protein
crystal structure. K is a universal force constant. Only atoms satisfying

‖r0
α − r0

α‖ < Ccut-off ∼ 5 − 10Å, (6.24)

are connected by springs which mimics the decay of interactions with in-
creasing distance. Following most authors we use a cut-off in the form of
a step-function [Tirion 96, Tama 01] but also exponential [Hinsen 98] and
polynomial [Hinsen 00] functions have been used.

Cδ

N,O N,O

θa

Va+1

Ccut-off

θb

C,Cβ
Cα

Cγ

Figure 6.5: Spring network defined by the covalent bonds of the amino
acid glutamine. Only heavy (non-hydrogen) atoms are considered. Atoms
connected by hatched lines are joined by springs. Ccut-off define a sphere
around each atom that determining which atoms it should be connected to.
The network is used to construct the hessian, F, of the potential energy in
the iterative algorithm of [Abe 84].

Only allowing for variations in dihedral angles, and with the cut-off given
in Eq. (6.24), we get the setup illustrated in Fig. 6.5. The covalent bonds of
the molecule define a ”canonical graph” (more precisely a tree) that indicates
how the spring network is disturbed by dihedral angle variations.
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Potential Energy in Dihedral Angles Using the notation rαβ ≡ rα−rβ

we get

‖rαβ(θ1 + ∆θ1, . . . , θM + ∆θM )‖ − ‖r0
αβ‖

' ‖r0
αβ‖

√
√
√
√1 +

r0
αβ

‖r0
αβ‖2

·
∑

a

∂r0
αβ

∂θa
∆θa − ‖r0

αβ‖ '
r0
αβ

‖r0
αβ‖

·
∑

a

∂r0
αβ

∂θa
∆θa,

and expanding Eq. (6.23) to second order in dihedral angle displacements
we have

V =
1

2

∑

a,b

K




∑

α<β

r0
αβ

‖r0
αβ‖

·
∂r0

αβ

∂θa








∑

α<β

r0
αβ

‖r0
αβ‖

·
∂r0

αβ

∂θb





︸ ︷︷ ︸

Fa,b

∆θa∆θb, (6.25)

where the (M ×M)-matrix F is the Hessian of V .

IV Solving the Euler-Lagrange equations: Normal
mode coordinates

We are now in a position to solve the classical equations of motion. This is
best done in the Lagrangian formulation and our derivation closely follows
that of [Levitt 85]. Using Eq. (6.18) and Eq. (6.25) we get a Lagrangian

L = T − V =
1

2

∑

a,b

(
Ha,b∆θ̇a∆θ̇b − Fa,b∆θa∆θb

)

=
1

2
∆θ̇

T
H∆θ̇ − 1

2
∆θTF∆θ,

(6.26)

which is symmetric in a and b, and quadratic in dihedral angle displace-
ments and their time derivatives. Substituting this into the Euler-Lagrange
equations and making use of the symmetry, we get

0 =
d

dt

[
∂L

∂(∆θ̇i)

]

− ∂L
∂(∆θi)

=
∑

a

(
Hi,a∆θ̈a + Fi,a∆θa

)
, i = 1, . . . ,M.

(6.27)

A general solution to this set of linear equations is a superposition of simple
oscillations of the form

∆θa(t) ∝ (w)a cos(ωt+ φ), (6.28)

where (w)a determines the relative amplitude of each coordinate, ∆θa, in
the oscillation of frequency ω. The absolute amplitude and the phase factor
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φ depend on the initial conditions. Substituting into the Euler-Lagrange
equations Eq. (6.27) gives

0 =
∑

a

(
Fi,a(w)a − ω2Hi,a(w)a

)
cos(ωt+ φ), i = 1, . . . ,M. (6.29)

This holds for all values of t and we get a generalized eigenproblem

Fw = ω2Hw, (6.30)

with non-trivial solutions only when

det(F− ω2H) = 0, (6.31)

which is an M ’th order polynomial in ω2 with M distinct roots, {λi =
ω2

i }i=1,...,M , in the absence of any symmetries in the model. The eigenvalue
equation 6.30 can then be written as

FW = Ω2HW,

W = [w1 · · ·wN ], Ω2 = Diag(ω2
1 , . . . , ω

2
M ),

(6.32)

where wi is the eigenvector associated to the eigenvalue λi. An equivalent
formulation of the problem is as the simultaneous digonalization of two bi-
linear forms

WTFW = Ω2, WT HW = I, (6.33)

where I is the identity matrix.

Remark 6.8 In Cartesian coordinates, where the kinetic energy matrix H
is diagonal, the second term in Eq. (6.33) implies mass-weighted coordi-
nates. Otherwise

wTHw = M, M = Diag(m1, . . . ,mN ).

Introducing normal coordinates The complete solution to Eq. (6.27)
in dihedral angle coordinates is given by

θ(t) = θ0 +

M∑

k=1

Akwk cos(ωkt+ φk), (6.34)

where again, φk and the absolute amplitude Ak depend on the initial condi-
tions. Using the eigenvectors, {wi}i=1,...,M , we define a transformation from
dihedral angle displacements into normal coordinates {Qi}i=1,...,M , given by

∆θ(t) = WQ(t), Qi(t) = Ak cos(ωkt+ φk), (6.35)
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which follows immediately from Eq. (6.34). Introducing the coordinate
transformation into Eq. (6.26), and using Eq. (6.33), we get

L =
1

2
(WQ̇)TH(WQ̇) − 1

2
(WQ)TF(WQ)

=
1

2
Q̇T Q̇− 1

2
QTΩ2Q

=
1

2

∑

k

(

Q̇2
k − ω2

kQk

)

,

(6.36)

i.e. a complete separation of the Lagrangian into simple vibrational modes
of a single frequency.

Remark 6.9 Higher order terms in the potential energy leads to a coupling
of the individual modes [Moritsugu 00],([Landau 88],p.136).

Thermal amplitudes

The general solution to the eigenvalue problem Eq. (6.34), and the co-
ordinate transformation Eq. (6.35), both contain a scale-factor, Ak, that
depends on the initial conditions. As we consider thermal vibrations in a
protein, Ak should somehow depend on the system temperature.

The precise form of the dependence can be derived from the equipartition
law of classical statistical mechanics ([Landau 63],p.129). It states that a
degree of freedom, that appears only in the form of a quadratic term in the
Lagrangian (see Eq. (6.26)), contributes kBT/2 to the average energy. The
time-averaged potential energy of the k’th mode is then

1

2
kBT =

1

2
ω2

k〈Q2
k(t)〉t =

1

4
ω2

kA
2
k,

Ak =

√

2kBT

ω2
k

.
(6.37)

where 〈·〉t denotes averaging with respect to time. Besides the explicit tem-
perature dependence we also see that low-frequency modes have the largest
amplitudes, with Ak ∼ 1/ωk.

Eigenmodes in Cartesian coordinates

(Mass-weighted) Cartesian coordinate eigenvectors are orthonormal since
wTHw = wTw = I (see Remark 6.8). Alas, this is not true for dihedral
angles eigenvectors transformed to Cartesian coordinate space. With the
Taylor expansion in Eq. (6.21) we have an approximate representation of
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dihedral angle eigenvector wi, given by

ui = r{θ0 + wi} − r{θ0} =
∑

a

∂r

∂θa
(wi)a +

1

2

∑

a,b

∂2r

∂θa∂θb

(wi)a(wi)b

= Kwi +
1

2
wT

i Lwi,

uT
i uj = wT

i Hwj
︸ ︷︷ ︸

δij

+O(‖w‖3),

(6.38)

where r is the 3N -dimensional vector of atomic coordinates, θ0 the M -vector
of dihedral angles in the crystal structure, and K and L are defined in Eq.
(6.22). We see that in CCS the eigenvectors are only orthogonal up to first
order in dihedral angles.

V The normal mode spectrum as a min-value prob-
lem

Following [Petrone 06] we consider the normal mode spectrum. This says
how much each normal mode contributes in a representation of a conforma-
tional difference. For reasons that will become clear soon, we determine the
spectrum in a manner different from [Petrone 06].

The remainder of the chapter contains repeated comparison between nor-
mal mode analysis in mass-weighted Cartesian coordinates and in dihedral
angles. Following [Kitao 94, Sunada 95] we introduce the notation: (DAS)
Dihedral Angle Space and (CCS) Cartesian Coordinate Space, to distinguish
the two methods.

The normal mode spectrum: General formulation

Let A and B be two different configurations of the same protein, called the
reference and the target structure with coordinates rA and rB respectively.
By the conformational difference between A and B we mean

(rA
α − rB

α )|int, (6.39)

where we compare the atoms present in both crystal structures. This col-
lection of atoms is called the set of intersection atoms of order Nint. To
quantify the conformational difference we consider

RMSD2(A,B) ≡ 1

Nint

Nint∑

α=1

‖rA
α − rB

α ‖2
int, (6.40)

where the sum runs over atoms in the set of intersection atoms.
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The question is now to what extent A can be mapped onto B along
the eigenmodes of structure A? Let Tt : R

L × R
3Nint → R

3Nint be a map
deforming A using the first L eigenmodes. The problem of finding the
individual eigenmode contributions can then be formulated as a min-value
problem:

Definition 6.1 Given a map Tt, and two structures of a same protein, A
and B, we solve

D2
0 = min

t∈RL
RMSD2(Tt(A), B) ≡ RMSD2(Tt0(A), B), (6.41)

where L is the number of normal modes included and RMSD2 is given by
Eq. (6.40). The L-dimensional minimizing vector t0 is then the normal
mode spectrum.

If low-frequency normal modes can be used to represent the observed con-
formational differences between A and B this can be seen observed in the
relative magnitudes of the elements in t0. We call Tt0(A) the model struc-
ture of B denoted by Bmodel.

Remark 6.10 As both A and B constitute equilibrium structures an obvious
generalization of the normal mode spectrum in Definition 6.1 is to include
the eigenmodes of both structures. This would resemble the multiple-basin
approach of [Maragakis 05]. However, this has not been done. Instead we
follow [Petrone 06] in our choice of reference and target structures. This
is in line with the results of [Tama 01], where normal modes of the open
structures were found to be best at capturing conformational differences.

Remark 6.11 Though A and B are two versions of the same protein, there
can be quite a difference in the number of atoms in the PDB files. Either
because one structure forms a complex or because a structure is not be fully
resolved. We use a Needleman-Wunsch algorithm, known from sequence
alignment, to find the set of intersection atoms [Needleman 70]. It works on
atoms instead of residues, and with a scoring matrix that makes it preferable
to have gaps, rather than misalignment.

Different normal mode spectra

We now consider the two simplest version of a map, Tt, between two struc-
tures and restrict ourselves to minimization over vectors in Cartesian coor-
dinates.

Linear map between structures We take

Tt(A) = rA
α |int +

L∑

i=1

ui|intti = rA
α |int + U|intt, (6.42)
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where U = [u1 · · ·uL] is a (3N ×L) matrix consisting of eigenvectors either
from CCS normal mode analysis or DAS using a first order transformation
into Cartesian coordinates. The minimizer is determined by solving

U|intt = (rB
α − rA

α )|int, (6.43)

which has an exact solution only when we consider the full set of (mass-
weighted) eigenmodes from the CCS NMA. In all other cases it is a least-
squares problem and still have an unique solution.

Quadratic map between structures Including the second order term
in the Taylor expansion Eq. (6.21) we get a map, Tt, quadratic in t. Linear
motion in dihedral angle space results in curvilinear motion in Cartesian
coordinates, as tiwi to second order goes into

uα(ti) =
∑

a

∂rA
α

∂θa
(wi)ati +

1

2

∑

a,b

∂2rA
α

∂θa∂θb
(wi)ati(wi)bti

= KAwiti +
1

2
wT

i LAwit
2
i ,

(6.44)

so

Tt(A) = A+

L∑

i=1

(KAwiti +
1

2
wT

i LAwit
2
i ), (6.45)

in which case Eq. (6.41) is a fourth order polynomial in L variables.

Remark 6.12 The map Tt(A) in Eq. (6.45) is not truly quadratic in t, as
we ignore cross-terms of the form titj. A more general map would be

Tt(A) = A+

L∑

i=1

(KAwiti +
1

2

∑

j

wiT
ALwjtitj),

leading to a coupling of dihedral angle vectors in CCS.

Computing the normal mode spectrum

In both the linear and quadratic case, the gradient of the objective function
Eq. (6.40) can be calculated. The min-value problem in Eq. (6.41) was then
solved using the conjugate-gradient method described in ([Press 97],Chap.10-
6).

For a linear map with orthonormal eigenvectors, the minimizer for L
modes, t0, is left unchanged as more modes are added. For a quadratic
map, changing the number of eigenvectors change the minimizer. The min-
value problem therefore has to be solved for each value of L. In this case, an
interpretation of the minimizer as a normal mode spectrum, is less obvious.
Instead we look at the decrease in RMSD, i.e. D0 in Eq. (6.41), as more
eigenvectors are added to the subspace.
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Remark 6.13 [Petrone 06] uses the orthogonality of eigenvectors to solve
Eq. (6.43), that is

t = U|Tint(r
B
α − rB

α )|int.

However, orthogonality is not preserved on the set of intersection atoms
and so UT U|int has off-diagonal elements. Instead one could: (i) Find an
orthonormal basis for the space spanned by U|int. (ii) Treat Eq. (6.43) as a
special case of the general min-value problem in Eq. (6.41).

VI Results

In the following we compare normal mode analysis in dihedral angles (DAS)
with the formulation in mass-weighted Cartesian coordinates (CCS). First,
we examine the proficiency of eigenmodes in representing conformational
differences in a set of four proteins. This is done using the normal mode
spectrum of the previous section. Second, we study the change in stereo-
chemistry as structures undergo deformations along eigenmode directions.
Details on the numerics are provided in Appendix A.

VI.1 Proteins considered

Following [Petrone 06] we have considered conformational differences in a
set of four proteins: calmodulin, the NtrC switch, hemoglobin, and myosin.
The proteins were chosen because of their diversity in size, function and
motion as illustrated by the information listed in Table VI.1. We start this
section by giving a brief presentation of each structure.

Remark 6.14 Unfortunately the data for myosin came too late to be in-
cluded here. Nevertheless, we have chosen to present the protein since it is
a natural part of our study.

Table 6.2: Details on the proteins previously used in [Petrone 06]. Atoms
and residues refer to the number present in both reference (A) and (B) target
structure.

Protein name Calmodulin NtrC Hemoglobin1 Myosin
Reference (A) 1cll 1dc7 1a3n 1fmw

Target (B) 1lin/1xa5 1dc8 1bbb 1vom

No. residues (A ∩ B) 146 126 288 740
No. atoms (A ∩ B)a 1135/1118 956 2184 5936
No. dihedral angles (A) 717 583 1305 3654
RMSD (A,B)b 14.9Å/14.2Å 4.1 Å 2.2Å 5.4Å
RMSD (B,Bmodel)

b,c 4.5Å/3.3Å 3.7Å 1.9Å -
Movementd Hinge Shear Allosteric Unclassified
1 Only chain A and B considered. a Hydrogen atoms not included. b In mass-weighted coordinates.
c 100 DAS normal modes used in Bmodel.

d According to the Molecular Movement Database [Flores 06].
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Calmodulin is a calcium modulated protein which acts as a mediator of
signals to other proteins based on the calcium concentration. It is a small,
146 residue, protein composed of two globular domains8 connected by a
flexible linker in the form of an α-helix

Reference structure (1cll, [Chattopadhyaya 92]) is ligand free (green) whereas
each of the targets (red) is complexed with an inhibitor either: (i) trifluorop-
erazin (TRP), a drug used to treat schizophrenia (1lin, [Vandonselaar 94])
or (ii) KAR-2, an anti-tumor drug (1xa5, [Horvath 05]).

With an initial RMSD between reference and targets of ∼ 14 − 15Å it
makes a priori no sense to compare the structures. However, for the domains
we find (see inserts)

• RMSD 3.3Å and 0.8Å for the first domain, and

• RMSD 0.8Å and 0.9Å for the second domain,

of the TRP and KAR-2 complex respectively. The conformational change
upon ligand binding mainly involves the central helix. We shall see, that
this makes calmodulin an ideal case for normal mode analysis.

NtrC short for nitrogen regulatory protein C, is a molecular switch in-
volved in bacterial signal transduction. The switch is activated via the

8The notion of a protein domain was introduced in Section II.3 of Chapter 2.
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phosphorylation9 of a single residue, aspartic acid 54 (here represented by
spheres)

Reference (green) is the (unphosphorylated) receiver domain (1dc7) and the
target (red) the activated, transiently phosphorylated, switch (1dc8,[Kern 99]).
The difference between the structures is ∼4Å.

Hemoglobin is an iron-containing protein responsible for oxygen trans-
port in the red blood-cells of vertebrates.10 The reference structure is deoxy-
hemoglobin (1a3n, [Tame 98]), and the target carbonmonoxy-hemoglobin
(1bbb, [Silva 92]). In either structure we only consider two of four chains

which also shows the position of the heme groups in the ligand free refer-
ence structure (green). The target structure is believed to act as a stable

9Phosphorylation is the addition of a phosphate group, PO4, to a protein molecule or
a small molecule.

10The vertebrates include animals such as fish, amphibians, reptiles, birds, and mam-
mals.
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intermediate between the de-oxidized state and a more common oxidized
quaternary structure [Silva 92].

Myosin is a motor protein found in eukaryotic tissue. It transforms energy
in the form of ATP molecules into motion and is responsible for muscle
movement. It consists of four light and two heavy chains in total. We only
consider a single single heavy chain

consisting of 6 domains. Reference is the magnesium-ATP complex (1fmw,
[Bauer 00]) and target the Mg-ADP complex (1vom, [Smith 96]). The do-
mains are colored as follows: 1-4 (green), 5 (blue), and 6 (purple). The same
colors are used in the inserts which show alignments with the corresponding
domains in 1vom (red).

RMSD between the two structures is around 5.4Å. However, for the
domains we find

• RMSD 1.7Å for domain 1 to 4,

• RMSD 2.9Å for domain 5, and

• RMSD 1.7Å for domain 6.

The structural change is seen to mainly involve inter-domain regions.
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VI.2 Structural approximation: Normal mode spectrum

We now consider the proficiency of eigenmodes in representing conforma-
tional differences. To do this we use the normal mode spectrum introduced
in Section V, and consider

D2
0 = RMSD2(Bmodel, B), Bmodel = Tt0(A), (6.46)

as a function of the number of normal modes used. This is done for the
following five cases: DAS using (i) first and (ii) second order terms in the
transformation of vectors into into Cartesian coordinates, (iii) applying a
RMSD-minimizing rigid-body transformation after having found the mini-
mizer t0; CCS (iv) pure, and (v) applying a rigid-body transformation as in
(iii).
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Figure 6.6: Calmodulin. RMSD between model (based on 1cll) and tar-
get structure 1lin as a function of the number of normal modes included.
Straight lines define the benchmark ’20 modes and 50% of the total RMSD’
of [Petrone 06]. The DAS formulation clearly improves on this (see text).
RMSD values are given relative to the reference/target difference.

For calmodulin, DAS normal modes better represent the conformational
difference than CCS modes. This is observed in Fig. 6.6 for the target
1lin. The bulk of the difference is captured by a few low-frequency modes
(the first 4 capture 60% of the conformational difference). Similar results
are obtained with 1xa5 as the target. [Tama 01] mention that, when going
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from the dumbbell-shape of the (open) reference structure to the globular
form of the target, atoms most likely follow a curvilinear path. Our results
corroborate this.

For hemoglobin and NtrC the results are much less encouraging. Fig.
6.7 contains the best results from each of the NMA formulations. We see
that DAS fares worse than CCS, and neither provides a set of low-frequency
modes suited to represent the conformational differences. This is in line with
[Petrone 06]. It is worthy of notice, that for NtrC the first order version of
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(a) Hemoglobin.
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formation into Cartesian coordinates
works better.

Figure 6.7: RMSD between model and target structure (relative to the ref-
erence/target difference) as a function of the number of included normal
modes. Notice the change of scale compared to Fig. 6.6.

DAS works better than second order. A reason could be that NtrC is quite
different from most protein structures as shall in the next section.

VI.3 Evaluating the stereochemistry of a model structure

The DAS formulation of normal analysis comes with the advantage of pre-
serving the stereochemistry of a protein structure. We now take a closer look
at this question by considering deformations along normal mode directions

Secondary structure and Cα-geometry

Many applications rely on the backbone geometry of the protein being pre-
served. Here the Cα-atoms play a special role, as the loci where sidechains
join the backbone [?]. It is therefore an important question whether the
Cα-geometry is preserved under normal mode deformations.

The Ramachandran plot was introduced in Section II.2 of Chapter 2 as
a filter on the (φ, ψ)-values in the protein backbone (see Fig. 6.4). A more
refined filter is the ’Dictionary of Protein Secondary Structures’ (DSSP)
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program [Kabsch 83]. Here (φ, ψ)-values, supplemented by the geometry of
the hydrogen-bonding pattern, are used to assign secondary structure type
to residues.
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Figure 6.8: Ramachandran plot for the calmodulin target 1lin and model
structures based on 100 DAS and CCS eigenmodes. Favored and allowed
regions [Lovell 03] are delimited by stepped red and black lines respectively.

Calmodulin Fig. 6.8 contains Ramachandran plots for the DAS and CCS
models including 100 eigenmodes. Angles in the CCS model seem slightly
more scattered than in the DAS model. However, there is no obvious trend,
except that both models deviate significantly from the target structure’s
values.11 However, using DSSP to evaluate the secondary structure, a very
different picture emerges. In the CCS model there is no structure left,
whereas in the DAS model even the very bent central helix is well-conserved
(see Fig. 6.9).

NtrC and hemoglobin The NtrC target 1cd8 is unusual in that, a large
fraction of the (φ, ψ)-values (> 25%), lie outside the allowed regions of the
Ramachandran plot. Obviously this does not change in the model structures.

11Ramachandran plots of the DAS and CCS model with 4 and 31 modes respectively,
required to capture more than 50% of the conformational difference, are qualitatively
identical to Fig. 6.8.
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Figure 6.9: DAS model of 1lin including the first 4 modes. Despite a large
deformation, the central helix retains the correct hydrogen bonding pattern
(according to DSSP). The reason for the ”floating bodies” is PyMol’s strict
cartoon representation. A similar representation of the CCS model displays
no obvious structure.

However, looking at the distribution of points in Table 6.3, the DAS model
is seen to be closer to the target structure than the CCS model.12

For hemoglobin both models have Ramachandran plots almost identical
to the target structure. Also DSSP finds a significant agreement between
target and model structures for both NtrC and hemoglobin. This is not
surprising given the small deformations observed in Fig. 6.7.

Bonded energy and normal mode deformations

We now leave the normal mode spectra and restrict our attention to the
reference structures. To estimate the quality of a structural change along

12The distribution of points in the Ramachandran plot was determined using the web-
server Ramachandran Plot 2.0 developed by K. Gopalakrishnan, S.S. Sheik and K. Sekar.

Structure Reference Target DAS model CCS model

Fully allowed 41 45 44 38
Additionally allowed 41 27 34 47
Generously allowed 13 19 16 11

Outside 5 9 7 5

Table 6.3: Distribution of (φ, ψ)-angles in the Ramachandran plot for the
four NtrC structures. The fully and additionally allowed regions corresponds
to the allowed regions in [Lovell 03].
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an eigenmode direction, we consider the variation of each term in the bonded
energy

Ubonded =

Kbond

∑

bonds

(l − l0)
2 +Kang

∑

angles

(φ− φ0)
2+

Kdih

∑

dihedral

(1 + cos(Nθ − θ0)
2) +Kimp

∑

improper

(θ̃ − θ̃0)
2,

(6.47)

as the crystal structure is deformed along a single eigenmode. The energy
was introduced in Section III of Chapter 2 and we have used the notation for
the various degrees of freedom introduced in Fig. 6.2. Equilibrium values,
l0, φ0, θ0, θ̃0 and force constants, Kbond,Kang,Kdih,Kimp, are taken from the
CHARMM19 force-field [Reiher, III 85]. We call the bonded energy of the
crystal structure the zero-point energy.

The behavior of Ubonded under deformations is a measure of the frus-
tration in the structure and hence, of how realistic a movement along the
normal mode direction is.

Energy: Deformation along a single normal mode We now fix the
order of the mode and consider the terms in Ubonded as a function of RMSD
from the crystal structure.

Fig. 6.10 shows the results for the first DAS and CCS eigenmode. For
all protein structures and all energy terms - except NtrC above 11Å - defor-
mation along the DAS mode gives rise to less of an increase, than a similar
deformation along the CCS mode. This demonstrates, that with the same
energy, a protein can move farther along a DAS mode, which makes them
more plausible paths for low-energy flexibility.

Looking at other eigenmodes the qualitative picture does not change.
Deformations along DAS modes exhibit a smaller increase in energy. How-
ever, as we go to higher order modes the curves become more erratic and
deviate significantly from the harmonic behavior. Plots for eigenmodes 5
and 50 can be found in Appendix B.

Remark 6.15 [Kitao 94] reports a significant overlap between the lowest-
frequency DAS and CCS modes. In our case, plotting the modes together
in Fig. 6.10 is merely a convenient way of visualizing representative modes.
However, in calmodulin both the first modes capture ∼ 19% of the confor-
mational difference (see Fig. 6.6).

Energy: Fixed length deformation along each eigenmode We now
take a deformed structure, at a fixed distance from the crystal structure,
and consider the terms in Ubonded for the different eigenmodes.
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Figure 6.10: Contributions to the bonded energy, Ubonded, as the crystal
structure is deformed, either along the first DAS eigenmode, or the first
CCS eigenmode. The energy-scale is set by the zero-point energy (see text).

The result at an RMSD of 3Å is shown in Fig. 6.11. Again all structures
are significantly better behaved under a deformation along DAS modes than
along CCS modes. The general trends are:

• The bond energy is very erratic for both sets of eigenmodes. Though
the trend seems to be lower values for DAS eigenmodes this is not too
convincing.

The exception is calmodulin. Here the first 4 modes exhibit only a
slight increase in Ebond (Fig. 6.11(a)). In Section VI.2 it was found
that the same modes captured > 60% of the conformational differ-
ence. A similar behaviour is observed for the CCS modes at 1Å (see
Appendix B) but is lost at 3Å.
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• The dihedral angle energy is surprisingly well preserved under CCS de-
formations. However, bond angle and improper dihedral angle energies
deviate fast from their zero-point values. In all instances, deformations
along DAS modes give well-behaved energies.
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Figure 6.11: Contributions to the bonded energy, Ubonded, evaluated at a

distance of 3Å from the crystal structure for the first 100 DAS and CCS
eigenmodes. The energy-scale is set by the zero-point energy. Notice the
difference in scales.

Plots at a distance of 1Å and 5Å can be found in Appendix B.
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Remark 6.16 The zero-point energy provides a natural scale but can hide
significant contributions, e.g. the Ebond ∼ 5.6 · 105kcal/mol in hemoglobin.
As mentioned in Section I.2 this is often observed in crystal structures and
can to some extent be removed by a prior relaxation of the structure. How-
ever, this is not a part of the Tirion potential Eq. (6.2) and we do not
pursue the matter.

VII Discussion & future work

We have consider normal mode analysis (NMA) in dihedral angles using a
Tirion elastic network model. Our intent has been to clarify the potential
advantages of NMA in dihedral angles (DAS) as compared to the standard
formulation in Cartesian coordinates (CCS).

Following [Petrone 06] we examined the ability of a few eigenmodes to
represent the conformational difference between an open and a closed form
of a protein. In only one of three proteins, calmodulin, did we find such
a set of low-frequency modes. However, we also found, that in this case
DAS eigenmodes performed significantly better than CCS modes. In the
remaining two cases, the NtrC switch and hemoglobin, neither formulation
provided convincing results.

Representing conformational differences between two equilibrium struc-
tures goes far beyond the regime where NMA, a priori, is valid. It is there-
fore unsurprising, that completely general statements concerning the ap-
plicability of NMA cannot be made. However, this does not mean that
conformational differences can never be described, as the case of calmodulin
demonstrates. The best discriminatory measure for this, seems to be the de-
gree of collectivity introduced in [Brüschweiler 95]. This has been shown to
correlate well with the ability of normal modes to represent a conformational
difference [Tama 01]. Indeed, calmodulin has a high degree of collective, and
precisely in this case, DAS shows an improvement over CCS NMA; both in
terms of representing the conformational difference and in the preservation
of secondary structure.

It is widely recognized, that flexibility plays a crucial role for the function
of proteins [Frauenfelder 91, Ma 98, Benkovic 03]. A realistic and computa-
tionally inexpensive way of introducing flexibility into a the crystal structure
of a protein is therefore of great interest. One such method is NMA.

We looked at variations in the bonded energy terms under deformations
along eigenmode directions, as a way to estimate the quality of a normal
mode motion. In all three cases considered, it was found, that structures
obtained by deformation along DAS modes exhibit significantly better stere-
ochemical - and hence energetic - properties, than an equivalent structure
obtained from CCS modes. This makes DAS eigenmodes better paths for
low-energy flexibility.
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A wide range of application could benefit from introducing flexibility,
e.g. noise-to-signal studies for structural measures [Røgen 05] or generat-
ing decoy structures to test for specificity in protein design [Koehl 99]. As a
concrete example we mention the protein design in [Fu 07]. Here CCS eigen-
modes were used to introduce flexibility into α-helical ligands. This enabled
the authors to find a larger set of low-energy sequences that could accom-
modate the ligand. They subsequently proposed sampling ligand structures
using DAS modes, in order to maintain ideal bond lengths and angles, and
thereby lower the need for regularization of the structures. Our work indi-
cates that a lot could be gained by such an approach.
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A Numerical implementation

To solve the generalized eigenvalue problem Eq. (6.32) we use the routines
provided in ARPACK [Lehoucq 97] specifically designed to find extremal
eigenvalues and the associated vectors in large-scale eigenvalue problems.

Computational time

Initially we observed a slow convergence of the Lanczos algorithm also re-
ported in [Yang 01]. Following [Lehoucq 97] this problem was solved by
implementing the shift-invert interface of ARPACK that instead looks for
the largest eigenvalues in the inverse problem.

The iterative construction of the DAS hessian described in [Abe 84] en-
sures much lower memory requirements. The smaller size of the matrices,
compared to CCS NMA, implies a significantly faster solution of the eigen-
value problem for a given protein.13 However, the transformation into Carte-
sian coordinates can take several hours, even days for larger proteins. This
will of course not be problem in pure DAS applications where the transfor-
mation is left our.

Program package

The DAS normal mode analysis and the normal mode spectrum is written
in Fortran77 and part of a larger package written by P. Koehl, Genome
Center/Computer Science Dept., UC Davis. It consists several tools:

1. Reconstruction of side-chains and completion of the protein backbone
using self-consistent mean-field theory (SCMF) [Koehl 96].

2. Gradient-based energy minimization of semi-empirical protein poten-
tials (using the CHARMM19 force-field [Reiher, III 85] but this can
be changed).

3. Computing the solvent accessible surface area and volume, together
with derivatives, in the all-atom representation of a protein and using
the theory of α-shapes [Edelsbrunner 05].

4. Normal mode analysis in dihedral angle and Cartesian coordinates.

The software package is written under the GNU Lesser General Public
License and can be obtained by contacting P. Koehl.14

13Finding the first 100 eigenvalues and eigenvectors for myosin (∼ 3600 dihedral angles)
is done in the order of seconds on a standard laptop computer.

14koehl@cs.ucdavis.edu.
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B Bonded energy plots

This appendix contains some further plots of the variations in the bonded
energy terms

Ubonded =

Kbond

∑

bonds

(l − l0)
2 +Kang

∑

angle

(φ− φ0)
2+

Kdih

∑

dihedral

(1 + cos(Nθ − θ0)
2) +Kimp

∑

improper

(θ̃ − θ̃0)
2,

as the crystal structure is deformed along single eigenmodes.
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Figure A-1: Contributions to the bonded energy, Ubonded, as the crystal
structure is deformed, either along a DAS or a CCS eigenmode. The energy
is measured relative to the energy of the crystal structure.
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Figure A-2: Contributions to the bonded energy, Ubonded, evaluated at a
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Chapter 7

Bubble coalescence in
breathing DNA: Two vicious

walkers in opposite
potentials

The final chapter is a brief self-contained excursion into the world of nu-
cleotides, more precisely that of DNA. The equilibrium structure of DNA is
the double helix but sometimes, thermal fluctuations break apart the dou-
ble stranded DNA, and give rise to the formation of bubbles. Once a bubble
has been formed, a subsequent breaking and forming of bonds between nu-
cleic acids on opposite strands can take place. This is the dynamical process
known as DNA breathing. Depending on the temperature, salt-concentration
and sequence, bubbles will have a tendency to die out or expand.

In [Novotný 07] we considered a DNA construct consisting of two soft
segments, separated by a more stable barrier region. With bubbles formed
in the soft segments, the question of coalescence was mapped to the previ-
ously unsolved problem of two vicious walkers in opposite linear potentials.
Here, a continuum Fokker-Planck formulation was used to obtain the bubble
position distribution. Below the melting temperature of the barrier region,
the bubbles exhibit a barrier crossing behavior with a cross-over to mainly
diffusion-drift behavior, as the temperature increases. The findings were
verified by comparison with both an exact solution of the discrete master
equation for the initial bubble model and a stochastic method known as the
Gillespie algorithm.1

In Section I we introduce some aspects of DNA necessary to understand

1The present author’s part in [Novotný 07] has mainly been in the numerical validation
by the Gillespie algorithm, and the following work to determine a set of biologically reason-
able parameters satisfying the assumptions underlying the Fokker-Planck approximation
(to appear in [Pedersen 07]).
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the breathing phenomenon. In Section II we present the discrete model, com-
ment briefly on the transition to a Fokker-Planck formulation, and present
some results on the bubble-coalescence statistics. Finally we close the chap-
ter by the quest for biologically sensible parameters in the region where the
Fokker-Planck approximation is valid. This is done in Section III.

The work is the result of a collaboration with T. Novotný, J.N. Pedersen,
T. Ambjörnsson, and R. Metzler which was initiated at the Computational
Problems in Physics workshop in Helsinki, May 2005, supported by Nord-
Forsk, Nordita, and Finnish NGSMP.

I Introduction

Under a wide range of temperatures and salt-concentrations the equilibrium
structure of deoxyribonucleic acid (or DNA) is the double helix discovered
by Watson and Crick [Watson 53] based on the X-ray crystallographic data
of Franklin [Franklin 53]. An example of such a structure is shown in Fig.

Figure 7.1: The equilibrium structure of DNA is the double helix. Here
shown together with the α-subunit of RNA polymerase (1xs9, [Martin 04]).
Part of its stability is due to hydrogen bonding between nucleic acids on
opposite strands (see insert) but the largest contribution comes from a set
of complex electrostatic and solvent effects known as base stacking [Kool 01].
Only two forms of base pairing can take place: Adenine-thymine forming two
hydrogen bonds and guanine-cytosine forming three.
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7.1 together with the α-subunit of RNA polymerase [Martin 04], the protein
involved in RNA synthesis from DNA. The DNA code is written in terms of
a 4-letter alphabet of nucleic acids: adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G),
and thymine (T). As for proteins, the DNA molecule has a regular backbone,
consisting of alternating sugar and phosphate groups, and then side-chains
providing the distinguishing mark between the nucleic acids.

The stability of DNA involves a pairing between nucleic acids on op-
posite strands. Only pairing between adenine-thymine (AT) and guanine-
cytosine (GC) base pairs is possible, and leads to the formation of two and
three hydrogen bonds, respectively (see Fig. 7.1). Furthermore, there is
a collection of electrostatic and solvent effects known collectively as base
stacking [Kool 01]. Stacking is the largest contributor to helix stability
[Protozanova 04, Yakovchuk 06] also exhibiting a strong sequence depen-
dence [Krueger 06]. All together, this gives rise to a difference in melting
temperature for the two types of base pairs, with TAT < TGC .

Remark 7.1 It has been found, that the sequence dependence is relevant
for distinguishing coding and non-coding regions in genomes, with coding
regions lying predominantly in regions exhibiting of high melting temperature
[Yeramian 00a, Yeramian 00b, Carlon 05].

Because the initiation of a bubble involves a disruption of the helical
stack, an energy of 4kcal/mol is required to form a bubble [Krueger 06]. This
should be compared with the characteristic energy of thermal fluctuations,
kBT ≈ 0.62kcal/mol, which makes bubble formation a rare event under
physiological conditions. However, once it has been formed, the cost of
breaking additional pairs is comparable to kBT . The subsequent breaking
and forming of bonds between base pairs, giving rise to bubbles of varying
sizes and positions, is the dynamical process known as DNA breathing.

The melting process, with base pairs flipping out of the helical stack and
forming single strands, corresponds to a phase transition known as the helix-
coil transition. The melting process has been modelled extensively, both as
a (discrete) random walk in the so-called Poland-Scheraga energy landscape
(see [Richard 04] and references therein) and in terms of the Peyrard-Bishop-
Dauxois model [Peyrard 89]. A continuum Fokker-Planck (FP) formulation
has previously been used in [Hanke 03, Bar 07, Fogedby 07].

II Discrete model and transition to Fokker-Planck
formulation

In [Novotný 07] we consider a DNA construct as shown in Fig. 7.2. It con-
sists of a (barrier) GC-region sandwiched by two (soft) AT-regions clamped
at either end. The interfaces between between open and closed base pairs,
denoted by the variables X and Y respectively , are called zipper forks.
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Figure 7.2: A DNA construct clamped at either end and used to model
bubble coalescence in [Novotný 07]. The soft zones (thin red lines) consists
of AT base pairs with melting temperature Ts. They are separated by a
barrier region (thick blue line) of GC base pairs with melting temperature
Tb > Ts. a) All base pairs are closed (T < Ts < Tb). b1 − b3) Soft zones
open when T > Ts. A subsequent melting of the barrier is mainly driven by
either fluctuations (T < Tb) or diffusion-drift (T > Tb). The position of the
zipper forks are given by the variables X and Y .

The rate constants of base pairing

We can neglect secondary structure formation in the single strands of a
bubble [Altan-Bonnet 03]. The physical properties of the DNA construct
are then completely specified by a set of four rate constants, that express
the probability of opening or closing a base pair at either zipper fork. The
rates depend on the Boltzmann factor exp(∆G/kBT ), which involves the
site-dependent free energy, ∆G, of breaking apart a single base pair. The
free energy can be expressed in terms of temperature by

∆G = ∆S(Tm − T ), (7.1)

where ∆S = −24.85cal/(mol K) [Krueger 06] and the site dependent melting
temperatures are given by the empirical relations

TAT
m =

[

355.55 + 7.95 ln[Na+]

]

K, TGC
m =

[

391.55 + 4.98 ln[Na+]

]

K,

(7.2)
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demonstrating the dependence of melting temperatures on the (intermedi-
ate) salt-concentration [Schildkraut 65, Frank-Kamanetskii 71].2 The tem-
perature relations contain contributions from both base stacking and hy-
drogen bonding and are the melting temperatures suitable for our model.
Furthermore, the rate constants include two terms that depend on the length
L of a bubble

s(L) =

(
L+ 1

L+ 2

)−c

, K(L) = L−µ, (7.3)

known as the loop and the hook factor respectively. The first term represents
the entropic decrease in forming a bubble from two single strands of length
L.3 The second term captures that the closing of a base pair involves moving
single strands, and long strands are more difficult to move [Ambjörnsson 05].
The values for the coefficients are c = 1.76 and µ = 0.588, the scaling
coefficient for the radius of gyration of a self-avoiding loop and a self-avoiding
chain in 3 dimensions respectively [Richard 04]. Finally, the time-scale of
the dynamics is set by k, the rate of closing a single base pair. It is based on
the diffusive encounter of two base pairs, leading to the forming of a bond.
It is assumed to be identical for AT and GC pairs [Ambjörnsson 07b].

II.1 The equations of bubble coalescence dynamics

The coalescence dynamics are given by P (X,Y ; t), the probability distribu-
tion that the left and right zipper fork is located at X and Y , respectively,
at time t. The time evolution is given by the (discrete) master equation

∂

∂t
P (X,Y ; t) = WP (X,Y ; t), (7.4)

where W is a transfer matrix given by the rate constants, that define the
random walk of zipper forks. Time and position averaged quantities of the
system can then be obtained either directly, by solving the master equa-
tion [Ambjörnsson 05, Ambjörnsson 06, Ambjörnsson 07c], or by stochas-
tic methods generating single trajectories, e.g. using the Gillespie scheme
[Gillespie 76, Banik 05]. Examples demonstrating the temperature depen-
dence of coalescence trajectories are given in Fig. 7.3. Notice the difference
in time-scales.

2It has been shown that the dependence on salt-concentration is due to stacking
term [Yakovchuk 06] and not, as previously thought, due to the hydrogen bonding
[Protozanova 04]. It is known that stacking is a combination of hydrophobic, electro-
static (screening of the negatively charged phosphate groups), and dispersive interactions
but there is no apparent consensus as to which term is the dominant one [Yakovchuk 06].
At high salt concentrations, (∼ 1 − 5M), the temperature dependence levels off due to a
decrease in the hydrophobic effect; with most water molecules tied up in the solvation of
ions, the entropy decrease involved in base stacking is small [Schildkraut 65].

3Due to persistence length effects in single stranded DNA, L−c → (L+ 1)−c, i.e. there
is a lower limit as short segments have only little freedom to wiggle [Metzler 05].
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Figure 7.3: Trajectories of bubble-coalescence trajectories above and below
the melting temperature of the barrier segment, Tb. The barrier region is
delimited by horizontal lines. We see that there are effectively reflecting
boundary conditions at the barrier-soft zone interfaces. This is a necessary
requirement for the Fokker-Planck approximation to be valid.

A continuum Fokker-Planck formulation

In the limit where the inter-base pair distance is small, compared to the
width of the barrier segment, and the temperature is such, that the soft
regions are always open, the master equation Eq. (7.4) can be used to
derive a bi-variate Fokker-Planck equation [van Kampen 92]

∂

∂t
P (x, y; t) =

( ∂2

∂x2
+

∂2

∂y2
︸ ︷︷ ︸

diffusion

− 2f
∂

∂x
+ 2f

∂

∂y
︸ ︷︷ ︸

drift in (opposite)
linear potentials

)
P (x, y; t), (7.5)

where x = X/N < y = Y/N and f is a dimensionless force depending only
on the length N and the melting temperature of the barrier. Together with
a set of reflecting boundary conditions, the viciousness condition [Fisher 84]

P (x, x; t) = 0, (7.6)

saying that zipper forks cannot be at the same place, and the initial condition
P (x, y; t = 0) = δ(x−x0)δ(y−y0), this maps the bubble coalescence problem
to the problem of two vicious walkers in linear and opposite potentials with
reflecting boundary conditions. Details on the solution can be found in
[Novotný 07, Pedersen 07].

The Fokker-Planck equation Eq. (7.5) only determine the time evolution
of zipper fork positions in the barrier region. For it to be suitable as an
approximation to the discrete model in Fig. 7.2, the following assumptions
must be satisfied:
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1. The temperature T is sufficiently high, such that base pairs in the soft
regions remain unzipped at all times. This gives effectively reflecting
boundaries at the barrier-soft zone interfaces (see Fig. 7.3).

2. The length of the barrier region should be large compared to the inter-
base pair distance. This allows us to take the continuum limit.

3. The soft zones should be sufficiently long, so that the loop factor in
Eq. (7.3), most pronounced when bubbles are small, can be neglected.

4. The hook factor in Eq. (7.3) can be neglected.

0 200 400 600 800 1000
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)

FP (Ts < T < Tb)
Exact master eq. (Ts < T < Tb)
FP (T > Tb)
Exact master eq. (T > Tb)

Figure 7.4: Meeting time distributions above and below the melting temper-
ature of the barrier. The master equation solution is for a DNA construct
with a 25 base pair barrier region sandwiched by soft zones each consist-
ing of 50 base pairs. The FP approach only model dynamics in the barrier
region.

When the above conditions are fulfilled, the probability distribution P (x, y; t)
contains the full information regarding the coalescence statistics. For exam-
ple we can find the meeting time distribution (Fig. 7.4), or the mean-first
passage time τ as a function of the dimensionless force f (Fig. 7.5). See
[Novotný 07] for details.
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Figure 7.5: Mean first passage (bubble coalescence) time τ as a function
of the dimensionless force f . f only depends on the barrier length and the
temperature relative to the melting temperature of the barrier. Discrepan-
cies for large negative values of f are due to numerical difficulties in the
integration of the meeting time distribution.

III Discussion & future work: Physically based
parameters

In [Novotný 07] the melting temperature of the barrier, Tb, and that of the
soft zones, Ts, where fixed independently in order to validate the Fokker-
Planck results. In the real world, the melting temperatures are of course
not independent. We are currently investigating whether the assumptions
behind the Fokker-Planck formulation, listed in Section II.1, can be satisfied
under biologically realistic conditions [Pedersen 07]. We now address the
assumptions one at a time:

1. From Eq. (7.2) we see, that the TAT /TGC ratio can be lowered by de-
creasing the salt-concentration. High temperatures have practical dis-
advantages such as the formation of air bubbles and increased evapo-
ration of solvent molecules [Schildkraut 65]. An added benefit is there-
fore the general lowering of melting temperatures to below 100C ◦.

2. Even for relatively short segments (∼ 20) the continuum approxima-
tion holds.

3. The loop factor can be neglected with open soft zones consisting of
∼ 50 base pairs.

4. The hook factor in Eq. (7.3) gives a significant lowering of the rates for
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long bubbles (required to neglect the loop factor) but is approximately
constant. The effect can therefore be removed by introducing a new
time-scale, in the form of a ”renormalized’ base pair closing rate, k̃.

In a setup combining fluorescence correlation spectroscopy and fluores-
cence quenching [Altan-Bonnet 03] the DNA is free to diffuse around in
the solution. In terms of segment length, the limiting factor is the time it
takes for the quencher to diffuse in and out of the confocal volume. Given
this, it should be possible to work with segments of 100 − 200 base pairs
[Ambjörnsson 07a].

In short, the hunt for biologically/physically reasonable parameters ap-
pears successful. An experimental study of the two bubble setup considered
here would push the boundaries of single molecule real-time measurements
on DNA. A validation of the Fokker-Planck would provide information about
the statistics outside the experimentally realisable situations.

Finally, this would be a further step in the fundamental understanding
of the dynamics related to DNA replication, transcription and single-strand
binding proteins [Ambjörnsson 05]. A model similar to ours has recently
been used to demonstrate an increased bubble initiation frequency at the
TATA promoter site for the RNA polymerase of the T7 phage [Ambjörnsson 07b].
The authors conjecture, that this may be connected to the initiation of
transcription. Similar results, concerning the relation between melting and
transcription, was obtained in [Choi 04] by molecular dynamics simulations
using the Peyrard-Bishop-Dauxois model of DNA.
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